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Abstrat
In this paper we obtain the full asymptoti expansion of the Bergman-
Hodge kernel assoiated to a high power of a holomorphi line bundle
with non-degenerate urvature. We also explore some relations with
asymptoti holomorphi setions on sympleti manifolds.
Résumé
Dans e travail nous obtenons un développement asymptotique
omplet du noyau de Bergman-Hodge d'une puissane élevée d'un -
bré en droites holomorphe à ourbure non-dégénerée. Nous explorons
aussi quelques relations ave des setions asymptotiquement holomor-
phes sur une variété sympletique.
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1 Introdution
Let L be a Hermitian holomorphi line bundle over a ompat omplex Her-
mitian manifold X. Denote by Θ the urvature two-form of the anonial
onnetion ∇ on L. By the Hodge theorem, the Dolbeault ohomology group
H0,q(X,L) is isomorphi to the spae H0,q(X,L) of harmoni (0, q)−forms
with values in L, i.e the null spae of the Hodge Laplaian ∆q. Denote by
Πq the orresponding Hodge projetion, i.e. the orthogonal projetion from
L2(X,L) onto H0,q(X,L). We will assume that Θ is non-degenerate of on-
stant signature (n−, n+), i.e. the number of negative eigenvalues of Θ is n−
(the index of Θ). Then it is well-known, by the theorems of Kodaira and
Hörmander, that H0,q(X,Lk) is trivial when q 6= n−, for a suiently high
tensor power Lk. (See also [18℄.) We will study the asymptotis with respet
to k of the orresponding Hodge projetions Πq,k in the non-trivial ase when
q = n−. The ase when n− = 0, i.e. when L is a positive line bundle and Πq,k
is the Bergman projetion on the spae of holomorphi setions with values
in Lk, has been studied extensively before (ompare the historial remarks
below).
Let π1 and π2 be the projetions on the rst and the seond fator of
X ×X. Denote by Kk the Shwartz kernel of Πq,k (the subsripts k will be
omitted in the sequel) with respet to the volume form ωn on X indued
by the Hermitian metri on X, so that K is a setion of L(π∗2(Λ
0,q(T ∗X ⊗
Lk)), π∗1(Λ
0,q(T ∗X ⊗ Lk))).
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Let t, s be loal unitary setions of L over X˜ , Y˜ respetively, where
X˜, Y˜ ⊆ X. Then on X˜ × Y˜ we an write
K(x, y) = Kt,s(x, y;
1
k
)t(x)ks(y)∗k,
where Kt,s is a loal setion of L(π∗2(Λ
0,q(T ∗X)), π∗1(Λ
0,q(T ∗X))) so that for
x ∈ X˜ , u ∈ C∞0 (Y˜ ; Λ
0,q(T ∗X ⊗ Lk)),
u(x) = t(x)k
∫
X
Kt,s(x, y;
1
k
)
〈
u(y), s(y)∗k
〉
ωn(dy),
We say that a kernel
R(x, y) = Rt,s(x, y;
1
k
)t(x)ks(y)∗k,
is negligible if
∂αx ∂
β
yRt,s(x, y;
1
k
) = Oα,β,N(k
−N),
loally uniformly on every ompat set in X˜ × Y˜ , for all multiindies α, β
and all N in N. Notie that this statement does not depend on the hoie of
t, s and on the loal oordinates x, y.
Our main result tells us that K is negligible near every point (x0, y0) with
x0 6= y0 and that for (x, y) near a diagonal point (x0, x0)
Kt,s(x, y) = b(x, y;
1
k
)ekψ(x,y)t(x)ks(y)∗k +R(x, y), R negligible,
where ψ is smooth funtion with ψ(x, x) = 0, Reψ(x, y) ∽ − |x− y|2 and
b(x, y;
1
k
) ∼ kn(b0(x, y) + b1(x, y)
1
k
+ ...)
in C∞(neigh(x0, x0);L(π∗2(Λ
0,q(T ∗X ⊗ Lk)), π∗1(Λ
0,q(T ∗X ⊗ Lk))). Moreover,
let C˜ be the graph of 1
i
dψ in T ∗X˜ × T ∗X˜ over the diagonal. Then C˜ loally
represents the graph of the anonial onnetion∇ of L⊗L∗ over the diagonal
in X × X and the semilassial wave front of K. See Theorem 5.1 and the
preeding explanations in Setion 5 for a more preise loal statement.
We will also explore some relations to the work [44℄ of B.Shiman and
S.Zeldith, where so alled asymptoti holomorphi setions on sympleti
manifolds are studied.
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1.1 Overview
After loally xing a unitary frame for L, we identify the Hodge Laplaian
∆q ating on (0, q)−forms with values in Lk, with a loal semilassial dier-
ential operator (setting h = 1/k). Sine the urvature form of L is assumed
to be non-degenerate the harateristi variety Σ of ∆q is sympleti. Modi-
fying the approah in [40℄ we then onstrut assoiated loal asymptoti heat
kernels in Setion 3 and investigate the limit when the time variable tends
to innity. In Setion 4 it is shown that the limit operator is an asymptoti
loal projetion operator. The omplex anonial relation of the loal pro-
jetion operators is expressed in terms of the stable outgoing and inoming
manifolds assoiated to Σ in Setion 3. Assuming, in Setion 5, that the
number of negative eigenvalues of the urvature of L is equal to q everywhere
on X we get a omplete asymptoti expansion of the global projetion oper-
ator Πq. In Setion 6 we investigate some relations to [44℄, where so alled
asymptoti holomorphi setions on sympleti manifolds are studied. We
introdue a ertain almost omplex struture, losely related to the stable
manifolds introdued in Setion 3, making the urvature form of L positive.
It is shown that for k suiently large the dimension of the null spae of ∆q
oinides with the dimension of the orresponding spae of asymptotially
holomorphi setions (after a suitable twisting of L). In Setion 7 the inter-
play between dierent omplex strutures is illustrated by homogeneous line
bundles over ag manifolds.
1.2 Historial remarks
Most of the earlier results onern the positively urved ase n− = 0. G. Tian
[49℄, followed by W. Ruan [43℄ and Z. Lu [32℄, omputed inreasingly many
terms of the asymptoti expansion on the diagonal, using Tian's method of
peak solutions. T. Bouhe [11℄ also got the leading term using heat kernels.
S. Zeldith [51℄, D. Catlin [14℄ established the omplete asymptoti ex-
pansion at x = y by using a result of L. Boutet de Monvel, J. Sjöstrand [13℄
for the asymptotis of the Szegö kernel on a stritly pseudoonvex boundary
(after the pioneering work of C. Feerman [21℄), here on the boundary of the
unit dis bundle, and a redution idea of L. Boutet de Monvel, V. Guillemin
[13℄. Saling asymptotis away from the diagonal was obtained later by
P. Bleher, B. Shiman, S. Zeldith [6℄ and the full asymptotis by L. Charles
[15℄, using again the redution method. In the reent work [4℄ B. Berndts-
4
son and the authors have worked out a short and diret proof for the full
asymptotis.
In more general situations, full asymptoti expansions on the diagonal
and in some sense away from the diagonal were obtained by X. Dai, K. Liu,
X. Ma [17℄. (See also [34℄ for related spetral results).
Without a positive urvature assumption there have been fewer results.
J.M. Bismut [5℄ used the heat kernel method in his approah to Demailly's
holomorphi Morse inequalities. Using loal holomorphi Morse inequalities
[2℄, the leading asympotis of the Hodge projetions were obtained by the rst
author in [3℄ without assuming that the urvature is non-degenerate. X. Ma
has pointed out to us that the method and results of [17℄ an be extended
to the ase of non-positive holomorphi line bundles by using a spetral gap
estimate from [34℄ and this was reently arried out in the preprint [36℄.
The result of Theorem 5.1 was announed in [47℄. The preise desription
of the struture of the singularity in our result ould be a rst step towards
the study of interesting tunneling phenomena in the ase the urvature is of
variable rank.
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2 Holomorphi line bundles and the ∂-omplex,
a review.
Let L be a Hermitian holomorphi line bundle over X . Later, we shall use a
loal holomorphi non-vanishing setion s. We write the point-wise norm of
s as
|s|2 = |s|2h1 =: e
−2φ.
The urvature form of L an be identied with the Levi form ∂∂φ.
Add a Hermitian metri on T 1,0X :
H(ν, µ) =
∑
Hj,kνkµj , if ν =
∑
νj
∂
∂zj
, µ =
∑
µj
∂
∂zj
. (2.1)
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We have a natural duality between T ∗1,0X and T
1,0X , satisfying
〈dzj ,
∂
∂zk
〉 = δj,k,
so if ω =
∑
ωkdzk, then 〈ω, ν〉 =
∑
ωjνj . For eah x ∈ X , we an hoose
z1, ..., zn entered at x so that
Hj,k(x) = δj,k; Hx(
∂
∂zj
,
∂
∂zk
) = δj,k.
The metri H also determines a metri on Λ0,q(T ∗X) suh that in the
speial oordinates above, we have that
dzj1 ∧ ... ∧ dzjq , 1 ≤ j1 < j2 < ... < jq ≤ n,
is an orthonormal basis of Λ0,qT ∗xX . Then we have a natural metri also on
L⊗ Λ0,qT ∗X .
Let us also x some smooth positive integration density m(dz) on X .
(For instane, we an take m(dz) = ωn(dz); the indued volume form.) Then
we get a natural salar produt on
E0,q(L) = C∞(X ;L⊗ Λ0,qT ∗X),
so if
∂ : ..→ E0,q(L)→ E0,q+1(L)→ ..
is the ∂ omplex, then
∂
∗
: ..← E0,q(L)← E0,q+1(L)← ...
is also a well-dened omplex.
If ω is a 0,1-form, let ω⌋ : Λ0,q+1T ∗xX → Λ
0,qT ∗xX be the adjoint of
left exterior multipliation ω∧ : Λ0,qT ∗xX → Λ
0,q+1T ∗xX . Here we use the
Hermitian inner produt H∗ on Λ0,qT ∗xX that is naturally obtained from H .
Without that inner produt, we an still dene ν⌋ : Λ0,q+1T ∗xX → Λ
0,qT ∗xX ,
when ν =
∑
νj
∂
∂zj
is a vetor eld of type 0,1, as the transpose of ν∧ :
Λ0,qTxX → Λ0,q+1TxX . We have the standard identity,
ω∧ν⌋ + ν⌋ω∧ = 〈ω, ν〉id.
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In the present ase we have the analogous identity,
ω∧1 ω
⌋
2 + ω
⌋
2ω
∧
1 = H
∗(ω1, ω2)id, (2.2)
when ω1, ω2 are (0,1)-forms. Notie also that ω
⌋
2 depends anti-linearly on ω2.
Let e1(z), ..., en(z) be an orthonormal frame for Λ
0,1T ∗X . Let Z1(z), ..., Zn(z)
be the dual basis of Λ0,1TX , so that on salar funtions,
∂ =
n∑
1
ej(z)
∧ ⊗ Zj(z,
∂
∂z
).
If f(z)ej1 ∧ ... ∧ ejq is a typial term in a general (0, q)-form, we get
∂(f(z)ej1 ∧ ... ∧ ejq)
=
n∑
j=1
Zj(f)e
∧
j ej1 ∧ ... ∧ ejq +
q∑
k=1
(−1)k−1f(z)ej1 ∧ .. ∧ (∂ejk) ∧ .. ∧ ejq
= (
n∑
j=1
Zj(f)e
∧
j )ej1 ∧ ... ∧ ejk + (
n∑
j=1
(∂ej)
∧e
⌋
j)(f(z)ej1 ∧ ... ∧ ejq).
So for the given orthonormal frame we have the identiation
∂ ≡
n∑
j=1
(e∧j ⊗ Zj + (∂ej)
∧e
⌋
j) (2.3)
and orrespondingly
∂
∗
≡
n∑
j=1
(e
⌋
j ⊗ Z
∗
j + e
∧
j (∂ej)
⌋),
where Z∗j is the formal omplex adjoint of Zj in L
2(m).
If s is a trivializing loal holomorphi setion of L, then sk is a trivializing
loal setion of Lk, and the orresponding metri hk on L
k
satises
|sk|2hk = |s|
2k
h1
= e−2kφ(z).
Hene if
ω˜ = skω ∈ E0,q(X ;Lk),
w˜ = skw ∈ E0,q+1(X ;Lk),
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we get for ∂, ∂
∗
, ating on (0, q)-forms with oeients in Lk:
∂(skω) = sk
n∑
j=1
(e∧j ⊗ Zj + (∂ej)
∧e
⌋
j)ω,
∂
∗
(skw) = sk
n∑
j=1
(e
⌋
j ⊗ (Z
∗
j + 2kZj(φ)) + e
∧
j (∂ej)
⌋)w.
We next derive more symmetri representations for ∂, ∂
∗
in spaes without
exponential weights, by using the following loal representation,
ω˜ = (seφ)kω̂ ∈ E0,q(X ;Lk), (2.4)
so that
E0,q(X) ∋ ω̂ 7→ (seφ)kω̂ ∈ E0,q(X ;Lk)
is loally unitary in view of the fat that |s(x)eφ(x)|h1(x) = 1:∫
|ω˜(x)|2hk(x)⊗Hm(dx) =
∫
|ω̂(x)|2H(x)m(dx). (2.5)
Using (2.3), whih makes sense diretly on elements of E0,q(X,Lk), we get
∂ω˜ = (seφ)k∂sω̂, (2.6)
where,
∂sω̂ =
n∑
j=1
(e∧j ⊗ (Zj + kZj(φ)) + (∂ej)
∧e
⌋
j). (2.7)
Now the formal adjoint of ∂s for the salar produt given by the right hand
side of (2.5) is
∂
∗
sŵ =
n∑
j=1
(e
⌋
j ⊗ (Z
∗
j + kZj(φ)) + e
∧
j (∂ej)
⌋), (2.8)
where in view of the unitarity of the relation (2.4),
∂
∗
w˜ = (seφ)k∂
∗
sŵ, (2.9)
where
w˜ = (seφ)kŵ. (2.10)
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Now rewrite things semilassially. Put
h =
1
k
, (2.11)
h∂s =
n∑
j=1
(e∧j ⊗ (hZj + Zj(φ)) + h(∂ej)
∧e
⌋
j), (2.12)
h∂
∗
s =
n∑
j=1
(e
⌋
j ⊗ (hZ
∗
j + Zj(φ)) + he
∧
j (∂ej)
⌋). (2.13)
Here hZj is a semilassial dierential operator.
Proposition 2.1 Using the representation (2.4), we an identify the Hodge
Laplaian with
∆ = (2.14)
(h∂s)(h∂
∗
s) + (h∂
∗
s)(h∂s) =
n∑
j=1
1⊗ (hZ∗j + Zj(φ))(hZj + Zj(φ)) +
∑
j,k
e∧j e
⌋
k ⊗ [hZj + Zj(φ), hZ
∗
k + Zk(φ)]
+O(h)(hZ + Z(φ)) +O(h)(hZ∗ + Z(φ)) +O(h2),
where O(h)(hZ+Z(φ)) indiates a remainder term of the form h
∑
k ak(z)(hZk+
Zk(φ)) with ak smooth, matrix-valued, and similarly for the two other remain-
der terms in (2.14).
Proof. We make a straight forward alulation.
(h∂s)(h∂s)
∗ + (h∂s)
∗(h∂s) =∑
1≤j,k≤n
(
(e∧j ⊗ (hZj + Zj(φ)))(e
⌋
k ⊗ (hZ
∗
k + Zk(φ)))
+(e
⌋
k ⊗ (hZ
∗
k + Zk(φ)))(e
∧
j ⊗ (hZj + Zj(φ)))
+(e∧j ⊗ (hZj + Zj(φ)))(he
∧
k (∂ek)
⌋) + (he∧k (∂ek)
⌋)(e∧j ⊗ (hZj + Zj(φ)))
+h((∂ej)
∧e
⌋
j)(e
⌋
k ⊗ (hZ
∗
k + Zk(φ))) + (e
⌋
k ⊗ (hZ
∗
k + Zk(φ)))h((∂ej)
∧e
⌋
j)
+h((∂ej)
∧e
⌋
j)he
∧
k (∂ek)
⌋ + he∧k (∂ek)
⌋h((∂ej)
∧e
⌋
j)
)
.
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Using (2.2), we see that the sum of the rst two terms inside the general
term of the sum is equal to
(e∧j e
⌋
k + e
⌋
ke
∧
j )⊗ ((hZ
∗
k + Zk(φ))(hZj + Zj(φ)))
+e∧j e
⌋
k[hZj + Zj(φ), hZ
∗
k + Zk(φ)]
= δj,k(hZ
∗
k + Zk(φ))(hZk + Zk(φ)) + e
∧
j e
⌋
k[hZj + Zj(φ), hZ
∗
k + Zk(φ)].
The proposition follows. #
Let qj be the semilassial prinipal symbol of hZj + Zj(φ), that we
shall write down more expliitly later, viewed as a funtion on the "real"
otangent spae T ∗X . (We refer to [42, 19℄ for standard terminology about
semilassial pseudodierential operators, and to [26, 48℄ for the fat that the
Weyl quantization permits to dene the symbol of suh an operator modulo
O(h2) even on a manifold.) The semilassial prinipal symbol of ∆ is
p0 = 1⊗
n∑
j=1
qjqj . (2.15)
The semilassial subprinipal symbol of ∆ is a well-dened endomorphism
of Λ0,qT ∗X at every point (x, ξ) ∈ Σ on the doubly harateristi manifold
Σ ⊂ T ∗X , given by q1 = ... = qn = 0. For an operator of the form (hZ∗k +
Zk(φ))(hZj + Zj(φ)) this subprinipal symbol is given by
h
2i
{qk, qj} and the
ontribution from the double sum in (2.14) to the subprinipal symbol of ∆
is
h
i
∑
j,k
e∧j e
⌋
k ⊗ {qj , qk}.
Thus on Σ, we get the subpriniipal symbol of ∆:
hp1 = h(1⊗
∑
j
−
1
2i
{qj , qj}+
∑
j,k
e∧j e
⌋
k
1
i
{qj , qk}). (2.16)
Sine p1 is invariantly dened on Σ as well as the rst sum, the double sum
is also invariantly dened.
To ompute further, we hoose holomorphi oordinates z1, ..., zn, zj =
xj + iyj . We make the following berwise bijetions between Λ
1,0T ∗X , T ∗X ,
Λ0,1T ∗X :
n∑
1
ζjdzj ↔ Re (
n∑
1
ζjdzj)↔
n∑
1
ζjdzj. (2.17)
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Writing
ζj = ξj − iηj ,
we get
Re (
∑
ζjdzj) =
∑
(ξjdxj + ηjdyj),
so in loal oordinates, we have bijetions between
(z, ζ) ∈ Λ1,0T ∗X, (x, y; ξ, η) ∈ T ∗X, (z, ζ) ∈ Λ0,1T ∗X.
The semilassial symbol of h ∂
∂zj
= 1
2
(h ∂
∂xj
+ ih ∂
∂yj
) is i
2
(ξj + iηj) =
i
2
ζj .
Hene the symbol of
h
∂
∂zj
+
∂φ
∂zj
is
i
2
ζj +
∂φ
∂zj
,
so in the oordinates (z, ζ), the equation for Σ beomes:
ζj = −
2
i
∂φ
∂zj
,
or equivalently,
ζj =
2
i
∂φ
∂zj
, j = 1, 2, .., n. (2.18)
For later use we here ompute the prinipal symbol qj of hZj + Zj(φ):
Let the orthonormal frame e1, ..., en be given by
ej(z) =
∑
k
aj,k(z)dzk,
and the orresponding dual basis Z1, ..., Zn of Λ
0,1T ∗zX by
Zj =
∑
k
bj,k
∂
∂zk
,
where the invertible matries (aj,k) and (bj,k) are related by
t(bj,k)(aj,k) = 1.
Then it follows from the alulations above that
qj =
∑
k
bj,k(
i
2
ζk +
∂φ
∂zk
). (2.19)
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Proposition 2.2 In the (z, ζ)-oordinates, the Poisson braket {f, g} of two
C1-funtions f, g is given by
1
2
{f, g} =
1
2
Hfg = (
∂f
∂ζ
·
∂g
∂z
+
∂f
∂ζ
·
∂g
∂z
)− (
∂f
∂z
·
∂g
∂ζ
+
∂f
∂z
·
∂g
∂ζ
) (2.20)
Proof. Consider the real anonial 1-form on T ∗X :
Re (
∑
ζjdzj) =
∑
(ξjdxj + ηjdyj).
Hene the real sympleti form beomes
d(
∑
(ξjdxj + ηjdyj)) = Re (
∑
dζj ∧ dzj) = Re σ =: ω,
where σ =
∑
dζj∧dzj . If f is a smooth real funtion on the real phase spae,
the orresponding Hamilton eld Hf is given by
〈ω, t ∧Hf〉 = 〈t, df〉. (2.21)
With t = 2Re
∑
(aj
∂
∂zj
+ bj
∂
dζj
), the right hand side beomes
2Re
∑
(aj
∂f
∂zj
+ bj
∂f
∂ζj
),
while the left hand side is equal to
Re 〈σ, t ∧Hf〉 = Re
∑
(bj〈dzj, Hf〉 − aj〈dζj, Hf〉).
Varying t, we onlude that
〈dzj, Hf〉 = 2
∂f
∂ζj
, 〈dζj, Hf〉 = −2
∂f
dzj
,
so
1
2
Hf = (
∂f
∂ζ
·
∂
∂z
−
∂f
∂z
·
∂
∂ζ
) + (
∂f
∂ζ
·
∂
∂z
−
∂f
∂z
·
∂
∂ζ
).
In partiular, we get (2.20) This expression now extends to the ase when
f, g are omplex-valued funtions whih ompletes the proof. #
Of ourse (2.20) an also be obtained by straight forward alulation from
{f, g} =
∂f
∂ξ
∂g
∂x
+
∂f
∂η
∂g
∂y
−
∂f
∂x
∂g
∂ξ
−
∂f
∂y
∂g
∂η
,
∂
∂x
=
∂
∂z
+
∂
∂z
,
∂
∂y
=
1
i
(
∂
∂z
−
∂
∂z
), ...
(2.22)
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Now return to the expressions (2.14), (2.15). If z0 is a xed point, we
hoose holomorphi oordinates z1, ..., zn as above in suh a way that Zj =
∂
∂zj
, ej = dzj at z0. Then bj,k(z0) = δj,k in (2.19) and at the orresponding
point ρ0 = (z0, ζ0) ∈ Σ, we have
{qj , qk}(ρ0) = {
i
2
ζj +
∂φ
∂zj
,−
i
2
ζk +
∂φ
∂zk
}.
Applying (2.20), we now get
1
2
{qj, qk} =
i
2
∂2φ
∂zj∂zk
+
∂2φ
∂zk∂zj
i
2
= i
∂2φ
∂zj∂zk
.
We rewrite this as
1
2i
{qj , qk} =
∂2φ
∂zj∂zk
, (2.23)
and reognize here the oeients of the Levi-matrix appearing also in ∂∂φ.
Proposition 2.3 Σ is sympleti at a point (z0; ξ0, η0) i (
∂2φ
∂zj∂zk
)(z0) is non-
degenerate. Indeed, if we identify Λ1,0T ∗X and T ∗X, by means of the rst
bijetion in (2.17), then the real sympleti form ω beomes Re (
∑
dζj ∧ dzj)
and its restrition to Σ an be identied with 2
i
∂∂φ.
Proof. With the above mentioned identiation, Σ takes the form (2.18)
whih an be written more invariantly as
ζ · dz =
2
i
∂φ. (2.24)
Hene,
σ|Σ = d
n∑
1
2
i
∂φ
∂zj
∧ dzj =
n∑
j=1
n∑
k=1
2
i
∂2φ
∂zk∂zj
dzk ∧ dzj =
2
i
∂∂φ.
This is a real form, so it is also the restrition to Σ of Re σ and it is non-
degenerate preisely when ( ∂
2φ
∂zj∂zk
) is (f [45℄). #
Bak to the general ase, we reall the ondition for having the apriori
estimate
h‖u‖+
∑
‖(hZj + Zj(φ))u‖+
∑
‖(hZ∗j + Zj(φ))u‖ ≤ C‖∆qu‖, (2.25)
for u ∈ C∞0 (neigh (z0); Λ
0,qT ∗X).
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Proposition 2.4 (2.25) does not hold preisely when n− ≤ q ≤ n − n+,
where (n+, n−) is the signature of (
∂2φ
∂zj∂zk
(z0)).
This is essentially well-known sine the ∂-estimates of L. Hörmander (see
[27℄), and in the ontext of more general hypoellipti operators it was ob-
tained in [46℄ in the non-degenerate sympleti ase. The result will not be
used expliitly sine the heat equation method below will give enough ontrol
(and would allow to reover it easily).
3 The assoiated heat equations.
We work loally near a point z0 ∈ X , where
(
∂2φ
∂zj∂zk
) is non-degenerate of signature (n+, n−), (3.1)
so that the harateristi manifold Σ of ∆q is sympleti. We review some re-
sults of A. Meniko, J. Sjöstrand [40℄, [41℄ that apply to the present situation
with minor hanges:
In those works, we onsidered a salar lassial pseudodierential operator
with prinipal symbol p0 vanishing to preisely the seond order on a oni
sympleti submanifold of T ∗X . In the present work, we have a semilassial
dierential operator with a leading symbol p0 in (2.3) that we an view as
salar; p0 =
∑n
1 qjqj and p0 is no longer homogeneous, and Σ is no longer
oni in the ber variables.
In this setion we onsider the problem:
(h∂t +∆q)u(t, x) = 0, u(0, x) = v(x). (3.2)
We shall apply the standard WKB onstrution of an approximative solution
operator and apply arguments from [40℄ together with a "Witten trik" to
get additional properties to be used later. See Proposition 3.3 for the preise
statement about the solution to (3.2).
We forget about most of the omplex struture of X and work in some
smooth loal oordinates x = (x1, ..., x2n) dened on X˜ ⊂⊂ X . At least
for small t ≥ 0, we look for an approximate solution of (3.2) of the form
u(t, x) = U(t)v(x),
u(t, x) =
1
(2πh)2n
∫∫
e
i
h
(ψ(t,x,η)−y·η)a(t, x, η; h)u(y)dydη, (3.3)
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where a is a matrix-valued lassial symbol of order 0:
a(t, x, η; h) ∼
∞∑
0
ak(t, x, η)h
k, a|t=0 = 1, (3.4)
and ψ with Imψ ≥ 0 should solve the eikonal equation,
i∂tψ(t, x, η) + p0(x, ψ
′
x(t, x, η)) = 0 +O((Imψ)
∞), ψ|t=0 = x · η. (3.5)
The amplitude a is determined by a sequene of transport equations that
will be reviewed later. (Here we follow the onvention that u = O((Imψ)∞)
means that u = O((Imψ)N) for every N ≥ 0, uniformly or loally uniformly
depending on the ontext.)
Aording to the general theory in [37, 38℄, this equation an be solved
loally, provided that we also denote by p0 an almost holomorphi exten-
sion. The general theory also tells us that U(t) is assoiated to a anonial
transformation,
κt = exp(−itHp0). (3.6)
(Here κt depends slightly on the hoie of almost holomorphi extension of
p0, so κt(ρ) is well-dened only up to |Im ρ|∞. In [38℄ we also made the
assumption that p0(x, ξ) is positively homogeneous of degree 1 in ξ, but as
notied for instane in [40℄ and will be reviewed in the proof of Proposition
3.3, one an easily redue the general ase to the homogeneous one, by adding
a variable x0 and onsider the homogeneous symbol ξ0p(x, ξ/ξ0), then restrit
the results to ξ0 = 1.)
So far, we only used the non-negativity of (the real part of) p0. Now we
use that p0 ∼ dist (·,Σ)2. It follows that
ψ(t, x, η) = x · η +O(t dist (x, η; Σ)2), (3.7)
Imψ(t, x, η) ∼ t dist (x, η; Σ)2, (3.8)
for 0 ≤ t ≤ t0, and t0 > 0 xed. Correspondingly, we have
κt|Σ = id, (3.9)
When t > 0, κt is a stritly positive anonial (3.10)
transformation with graph (κt) ∩ (T
∗X)2 = diag (Σ× Σ).
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Reall that a positive anonial transformation is stritly positive if the
graphκ intersets T ∗X × T ∗X leanly along a smooth submanifold. Thanks
to these simplifying features, all essential properties of ψ and κt are aptured
by their Taylor expansions at t = 0 and at Σ.
In [40℄ it was shown that (3.5) an be solved for all t ≥ 0, and that we
have,
Imψ(t, x, η) ∼ dist (x, η; Σ)2, (3.11)
uniformly for t ≥ 1, that (3.9), (3.10) remain valid for all t > 0, and
nally that there exists a smooth funtion ψ(∞, x, η), well-dened mod
O(dist (x, η; Σ)∞) suh that for all k, α:
∂kt ∂
α
x,η(ψ(t, x, η)− ψ(∞, x, η)) = O(e
−t/C), (3.12)
uniformly on [0,+∞[×Σ. (In [41℄ we also established asymptoti expansions
when t → ∞ in terms of exponentials in t. We do not need those improved
results here.) Here we have loally uniformly on X˜ ×R2n:
ψ(∞, x, η) = x ·η+O(dist (x, η; Σ)2), Imψ(∞, x, η) ∼ dist (x, η; Σ)2. (3.13)
Further, the anonial relation C∞ generated by the phase ψ(∞, x, η)− y · η
is stritly positive with
C∞ ∩ (T
∗X × T ∗X) = diag (Σ× Σ), (3.14)
and C∞ an be desribed in the following way:
There are two almost holomorphi manifolds J+, J− ⊂ T ∗XC (where the
latter set is the almost omplexiation of T ∗X) interseting T ∗X leanly
along Σ, with the following properties:
codimCJ± = n, J± ⊂ p
−1
0 (0), (3.15)
J± are involutive and J− = J+,
1
i
σ(t, t) > 0, ∀t ∈ Tρ(J+) \ Tρ(Σ
C), ρ ∈ Σ.
Here the involutivity of J+ (and similarly for J−) means that J+ is given
by the equations q˜1 = ... = q˜n = 0, where dq˜1, ..., dq˜n are C-linearly indepen-
dent and {q˜j , q˜k} = 0 on J+. Further the omplexiation ΣC is ontained
in J+ and Hq˜1, ..., Hq˜n span TρJ+/TρΣ
C
. The positivity property above is
equivalent to the fat that the Hermitian matrix (1
i
{q˜j , q˜k}) is positive de-
nite. In terms of J±, we an desribe the limiting anonial relation C∞ as
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{(ρ, µ) ∈ J+ × J−; the n-dimensional biharateristi leaves through ρ, µ of
J+ and J− respetively, interset Σ
C
+ at the same point }.
Finally we an also view C∞ as the limit of Ct = graph (κt), when t →
+∞, where the onvergene is exponentially fast (in the sense of Taylor
expansions at diag (Σ×Σ)). We an also view J+, J− as the stable outgoing
and inoming manifolds respetively, for the H−ip-ow, near the xed point
set ΣC. Let us also add that J± are uniquely determined and that in the
ase n+ = n, we an take q˜j = qj .
Next we onsider the behaviour of a in (3.3), (3.4), where we reall that
a0, a1, ... are suessively determined by a sequene of transport equations.
Following [40℄ this an be done in the following way, where we take some
advantage of the fat that we work in the Weyl quantization. (See also
appendix b of [26℄.): Formally, with ψ = ψ(t, ·, η), P = ∆q and with the
exponent w indiating that we take the h-Weyl quantization, we get
e−iψ ◦ P ◦ eiψ/h = P (x, ψ′x(x) + ξ; h)
w +O(h2) =
p(x, ψ′x) + hp1(x, ψ
′
x) +
1
2
(hDx ◦ p
′
ξ(x, ψ
′
x) + p
′
ξ(x, ψ
′
x) ◦ hDx) +O(h
2) =
p(x, ψ′x) + hp1(x, ψ
′
x) +
h
i
p′ξ(x, ψ
′
x) ·
∂
∂x
+
h
2i
div (p′ξ(x, ψ
′
x) ·
∂
∂x
) +O(h2),
where the "O(h2)" refers to the ation on symbols and p1 is the subprinipal
symbol. This gives the rst transport equation for a0:
(ν +
1
2
div (ν) + p1)a0 = 0,
where
ν =
∂
∂t
− ip′ξ(x, ψ
′
x) ·
∂
∂x
.
The higher transport equations for aj , j ≥ 1, are of the form
ν(aj) = Fj(t, x, a0, ..., aj−1).
Then if a(t, x, η; h) ∼
∑∞
0 aj(t, x, η)h
j
in C∞([0,+∞[×X˜ ×R2n), we have
(h∂t +∆q)(e
i
h
ψ(t,x,η)a(t, x, η; h)) = O(h∞)
loally uniformly on [0,+∞[×X˜ ×R2n and similarly for the derivatives.
The disussion on page 69 in [40℄ shows that div (ν) → 1
2
t˜rF exponen-
tially fast on Σ, where t˜rF =
∑
fj , and F is the fundamental matrix of p ie
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the linearization ofHp at the point of Σ and has the spetrum σ(F ) = {±ifj},
fj ≥ 0. In the further disussion of the transport equations the only new
feature is that p1 is now a square matrix rather than a salar, and whenever
we needed a lower bound on Re p1, we now need a lower bound on the set of
real parts of the eigenvalues of p1. Proposition 2.2 in [40℄ beomes
Proposition 3.1 Let λ ∈ C(Σ;R) satisfy
λ(x, η) <
1
2
t˜rF (x, η) + inf Reσ(p1(x, η)), (x, η) ∈ Σ.
Then for every ompat set K ⊂ Σ, j ∈ N and (γ, α, β) ∈ N1+2n+2n, we have
|∂γt ∂
α
x∂
β
η aj(t, x, η)| ≤ Cj,α,β,γe
−tλ(x,η), (x, η) ∈ K, t ≥ 0.
We are therefore interested in whether
1
2
t˜rF + inf Re σ(p1) > 0 on Σ (3.16)
or not. Now
p =
n∑
1
qjqj , Hp =
∑
(qjHqj + qjHqj).
At a given point ρ0 ∈ Σ, we hoose the basis Hq1, ..., Hqn, Hq1 , ..., Hqn for
Tρ0(T
∗X)C/ΣC, and ompute the linearization of Hp:
Hp(ρ0+
∑
tkHqk+
∑
skHqk) = O((t, s)
2)+
∑
j,k
tk{qk, qj}Hqj+
∑
j,k
sk{qk, qj}Hqj .
So the matrix Fp of the linearization is expressed in the basis above by
1
i
Fp =
(
(1
i
{qk, qj}) 0
0 (1
i
{qk, qj})
)
,
where we reall (2.23). Let µ1, ..., µn be the eigenvalues of (∂zj∂zkφ), with
µj > 0 for 1 ≤ j ≤ n+ and µj < 0 for n+ + 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Then
(i−1{qk, qj}) =
t(i−1{qj, qk}) has the eigenvalues 2µ1, ..., 2µn,
and
(i−1{qk, qj}) = −
t(i−1{qj, qk}) has the eigenvalues − 2µ1, ...,−2µn.
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Hene the non-vanishing eigenvalues of Fp are ±2iµ1, ...,±2iµn, and
1
2
t˜rFp = µ1 + ...+ µn+ − µn++1 − ...− µn. (3.17)
For the rst term in (2.16), we get
∑
j
−
1
2i
{qj, qj} = −
1
2i
tr ({qj, qk}) = −
n∑
1
µj. (3.18)
We an also ompute the eigenvalues of the matrix part of the subprinipal
symbol appearing in (2.16) and in the subsequent remark about invariane.
We hoose holomorphi oordinates suh that at the given point z0: Zj = ∂zj ,
ej = dzj and moreover (i
−1{qj , qk}) is diagonalized, equal to

2µ1 0 .. 0
0 2µ2 .. 0
.. .. ..
0 0 .. 2µn

 .
Then ∑
j,k
1
i
{qj , qk}e
∧
j e
⌋
k =
∑
j
2µje
∧
j e
⌋
j .
On (0, q)-forms, the eigenvalues are the numbers
2(µj1 + µj2 + ...+ µjq), for 1 ≤ j1 < j2 < ... < jq ≤ n.
From (3.17), (2.16) and the other alulations we get
p1 +
1
2
t˜rF = −2
n∑
n++1
µj +
∑
j,k
1
i
{qj , qk}e
∧
j e
⌋
k,
whih on the spae of (0, q)-forms has the eigenvalues
−2
n∑
n++1
µj + 2(µj1 + .. + µjq), 1 ≤ j1 < ... < jq ≤ n.
We see that on Σ
inf σ(p1 +
1
2
t˜rF )
{
= 0, q = n−
> 0, q 6= n−
. (3.19)
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This is the answer to the question (3.16) and Proposition 3.1 then shows that
when q 6= n−, there exists a onstant C > 0 suh that
|∂kt ∂
α
x,ηaj(t, x, η)| ≤ Ck,α,je
−t/C , t ≥ 0, (x, η) ∈ Σ, (3.20)
while in the ase q = n−, we have for every ǫ > 0:
|∂kt ∂
α
x,ηaj(t, x, η)| ≤ Ck,α,j,ǫe
ǫt, t ≥ 0, (x, η) ∈ Σ. (3.21)
We also notie from [40℄, that (3.20) and (3.21) respetively hold also when
the initial ondition in (3.4) is replaed by a|t=0 = b for any lassial symbol
b(x, η; h) ∼
∑∞
0 bj(x, η)h
j
.
Using the partiular struture of the problem, we will next show
Proposition 3.2 Consider the ase q = n− and let a be the symbol in (3.3),
(3.4). Then there exist C > 0 and a lassial symbol
a∞(x, η; h) ∼
∞∑
0
a∞j (x, η)h
j ,
suh that
|∂kt ∂
α
x,η(aj(t, x, η)− a
∞
j (x, η))| ≤ Ck,α,je
−t/C , t ≥ 0, (x, η) ∈ Σ. (3.22)
Proof. a is determined by the initial ondition in (3.4) and the fat that
(h∂t +∆q)(e
i
h
ψ(t,x,η)a(t, x, η; h)) = O(h∞), (3.23)
loally uniformly in t, and similarly for the derivatives. Let Zφ := h∂s be
given in (2.12) , so that Z∗φ is given by (2.13). Then we have the intertwining
properties,
∆q+1Zφ = Zφ∆q, ∆q−1Z
∗
φ = Z
∗
φ∆q. (3.24)
Combining this with (3.23), we get
(h∂t +∆q−1)(Z
∗
φ(e
i
h
ψa)) = O(h∞), (3.25)
(h∂t +∆q+1)(Zφ(e
i
h
ψa)) = O(h∞). (3.26)
Now
Z∗φ(e
i
h
ψa) = e
i
h
ψa˜, Zφ(e
i
h
ψa) = e
i
h
ψâ, (3.27)
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where a˜, â are lassial symbols of order 0 in h, and ombining this with
(3.25), (3.26), we see that (3.20) applies to a˜, â. Now, ∆q = Z
∗
φZφ + ZφZ
∗
φ,
so
∆q(e
i
h
ψa) = e
i
h
ψb (3.28)
where b ∼
∑∞
0 bj(t, x, η)h
j
and the bj satisfy (3.20).
Combining this with (3.23), we see that
h∂t(e
i
h
ψa) = e
i
h
ψc, (3.29)
where c (= −b +O(h∞)) has the same properties as b. But
c = h∂ta + i(∂tψ)a,
so if we ombine (3.12), (3.21) with the fat that c satises (3.20), we get
|∂kt ∂
α
x,η∂taj(t, x, η)| ≤ Ck,α,je
−t/C , t ≥ 0, (x, η) ∈ Σ. (3.30)
From this we get (3.22). #
We introdue the semilassial Sobolev spae
Hs(R2n) = {u ∈ S ′(R2n); 〈hDx〉
su ∈ L2}, s ∈ R,
with the h-dependent norm ‖u‖Hs = ‖〈hDx〉su‖. Here 〈hDx〉 = (1+(hD)2)1/2.
From this, we form Hscomp(X), H
s
loc(X) in the usual way, when X is a smooth
paraompat manifold, as well asHs(X), whenX is ompat. On the Fréhet
spae Hsloc(X), we have natural h-dependent semi-norms, so it makes sense
to say that u = uh is O(hN0) in Hsloc.
We now return to our loal oordinate path X˜ ⊂ X , and dene
U(t)u(x) =
1
(2πh)2n
∫∫
e
i
h
(ψ(t,x,η)−y·η)a(t, x, η; h)u(y)dydη, (3.31)
with ψ, a ∼
∑∞
0 aj(t, x, η)h
j
onstruted as above. More preisely, we an
hoose a, aj ∈ C∞([0,∞[×X˜ ×R2n) with the following properties:
∂kt ∂
α
x∂
β
η aj =
{
Oj,α,β,K(1)e−t/C , q 6= n−
Oj,α,β,K,ǫ(1)eǫt, q = n−
, (x, η) ∈ K ⊂⊂ X˜ ×R2n, ǫ > 0,
(3.32)
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∂kt ∂
α
x ∂
β
η (a−
∑N−1
0 h
jaj) = h
N
{
Ok,α,β,K(1)e−t/C , q 6= n−
Ok,α,β,K,ǫ(1)eǫt, q = n−
, (3.33)
(x, η) ∈ K ⊂⊂ X˜ ×R2n, ǫ > 0.
Moreover, in the ase when q = n−, we have a(∞, x, η; h) ∼
∑∞
0 aj(∞, x, η)h
j
in C∞(X˜ ×R2n), suh that
∂kt ∂
α
x ∂
β
η (aj(t, x, η)− aj(∞, x, η)) = Ok,α,β,K(1)e
−t/C
(3.34)
and similarly for a(t, x, η; h)− a(∞, x, η; h). We also arrange so that
a(0, x, η; h) = 1. (3.35)
The onstrution of ψ, a an be extended in the natural way to the ellipti
region |η| ≫ 1, and here it all boils down to Taylor expanding in t. We quikly
review a way of treating this standard heat evolution problem by a simple
dilation argument. (The reader may skip this and go diretly to Proposition
3.3.) If ∆q = P (x, hDx; h) (say with P (x, ξ; h) denoting the Weyl symbol for
our loal oordinates) then in the problem (3.2), we let λ≫ 1 and make the
hange of time variable s = λt, so that λ−1∂t = ∂s. Then dividing (3.2) by
λ2, we get the new evolution equation
(h˜∂s + P˜ (x, h˜Dx,
1
λ
; h˜))u = 0, h˜ = h/λ, (3.36)
where
P˜ (x, ξ,
1
λ
; h˜) =
1
λ2
P (x, λξ; h). (3.37)
Reall here that P (x, ξ; h) = p(x, ξ) + hp1(x, ξ) + h
2p2(x), where p, p1, p2
are polynomials in ξ of degree 2, 1 and 0 respetively. If we deompose into
homogeneous polynomials,
p(x, ξ) = p2(x, ξ) + p1(x, ξ) + p0(x),
p1(x, ξ) = p
1
1(x, ξ) + p
0
1(x),
then we know that p2(x, ξ) is ellipti; p2(x, ξ) ∽ |ξ|2, and
P˜ (x, ξ,
1
λ
; h˜) = (p2(x, ξ) +
1
λ
p1(x, ξ) +
1
λ2
p0(x)) (3.38)
+
h
λ
(p11(x, ξ) +
1
λ
p1(x)) + (
h
λ
)2p2(x).
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If λ is suiently large, then p2(x, ξ) is dominating in the region |ξ| ∽
1, and we an onstrut WKB-solutions to (3.36) modO(h˜∞) with all the
derivatives, of the form
eiψ˜(s,x,η˜,
1
λ
)/h˜a˜(s, x, η˜,
1
λ
; h˜), (3.39)
with
ψ˜|s=0 = x · η˜, |η˜| ∽ 1, a˜|s=0 = 1.
We are now in the ellipti region and it sues to solve the eikonal equation
and the transport equations to innte order at s = 0, sine Im ψ˜ ∽ s.
If η = λη˜, |η˜| ∽ 1, then, at least formally, (3.39) is just the WKB solution
e
i
h
ψ(t,x,η)a(t, x, η; h) of the original problem (3.2) with ψ|t=0 = x ·η, a|t=0 = 1,
so we an hoose
ψ(t, x, η) = λψ˜(λt, x,
η
λ
,
1
λ
)
a(t, x, η; h) = a˜(λt, x,
η
λ
,
1
λ
;
h
λ
),
where λ ∽ |η|. Now Imλψ˜(λt, x, η
λ
, 1
λ
) ∽ λ2t for 0 ≤ λt≪ 1 and we get
e
i
h
ψ(t,x,η) = O((
h
λ
)∞), when λt ≥ (h/λ)1−δ,
for any xed δ > 0.
The above disussion indiates how to take are of the uninteresting el-
lipti region. A more omplete (and more tedious) treatment ould be given
for example by ombining the above saling argument with a dyadi deom-
position in ξ-spae. We observe that a satises the symbol estimates
∂kt ∂
α
x∂
β
η a = O(〈η〉
k−|β|).
Proposition 3.3 Modulo a standard redution to homogeneous non-semi-
lassial theory (see the proof), U(t) is a Fourier integral operator of order
0 with omplex phase in the sense of [37℄, assoiated to the anonial trans-
formation κt.
U(t) is O(1)e−t/C and Oǫ(1)eǫt, ∀ǫ > 0: Hscomp(X˜) → H
s
loc(X˜), in the
ases q 6= n− and q = n− respetively.
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We have
(h∂t +∆q)U(t) = O(h
∞)
{
e−t/C ,
Oǫ(1)e
ǫt, ǫ > 0
: Hs−Ncomp → H
s+N
loc ,
in the ases {
q 6= n−,
q = n−,
for all s ∈ R, N ≥ 0.
Proof. The statement ould be proved diretly, but it is perhaps more on-
venient to use the lassial theory of Fourier integral operators with omplex
phase ([37℄). The standard trik to get a redution to that situation is by
adding a variable x0 and to relate semilassial objets (without a tilde) to
non-semilassial objets (with a tilde) in the following way:
For funtions we relate the semilassial ones; u(x), to u˜(x0, x) = e
ix0/hu(x).
We relate a semilassial Fourier integral operator
Fu(x) =
∫∫
e
i
h
φ(x,y,θ)a(x, y, θ; h)u(y)dydθ
to a standard (miroloally dened) Fourier integral operator
F˜ u˜(x0, x) =
∫∫∫∫
θ0>0
ei(φ(x,y,θ)θ0+(x0−y0)θ0)a(x, y, θ;
1
θ0
)u˜(y0, y)
dy0
2π
dydθ0dθ,
so that
F˜ (e
i
h
x0u(x)) = e
i
h
x0Fu(x).
Here, we require that Imφ ≥ 0, so that the same holds for
φ˜ = φ(x, y, θ)θ0 + (x0 − y0)θ0.
Let Cφ = {(x, y, θ); φ′θ(x, y, θ) = 0} and reall that φ is non-degenerate if
dφ′θ1,...,dφ
′
θN
are linearly independent at every point of Cφ. Then it easy to
see that φ is non-degenerate i φ˜ is, and we have
Cφ˜ = {(x0, y0, θ0; x, y, θ); (x, y, θ) ∈ Cφ, x0 = y0 − φ(x, y, θ)}
We assume (whih is the ase for U(t)) that we are in the non-degenerate
ase. Then we introdue the orresponding anonial relation
Λφ = {(x, φ
′
x; y,−φ
′
y); (x, y, θ) ∈ Cφ}.
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Then for φ˜, we have
Λφ˜ = {(x0, ξ0, x, ξ; y0, η0, y, η); x0 = y0 − φ(x, y, θ),
ξ0 = η0 = θ0, (x,
ξ
θ0
; y,
η
θ0
) ∈ Λφ}.
The orresponding relation between the evolution equations is that
(h∂t + P (x, hDx))u = O(h
∞)⇔ (∂t +Dx0P (x,D
−1
x0 Dx))u˜ = 0 miroloally,
when u˜(t, x0, x) = e
ix0/hu(t, x). This is oherent with the two other orre-
spondanes above, let us just hek the geometri one: The anonial trans-
formations assoiated to U(t), and the solution operator U˜(t) of the seond
evolution problem are denoted by κt and κ˜t respetively, so that κ˜t is obtained
by integrating the system:
ix˙0 = ∂ξ0 p˜, iξ˙0 = −∂x0 p˜, ix˙ = ∂ξp˜, iξ˙ = −∂xp˜, (3.40)
with
p˜(x0, x; ξ0, ξ) = ξ0p(x, ξ
−1
0 ξ),
while the orresponding evolution problem giving κt is
ix˙ = ∂ξp, iξ˙ = −∂xp. (3.41)
Now (3.40) beomes
ix˙0 = p(x, ξ/ξ0)− p
′
ξ(x, ξ/ξ0) · (ξ/ξ0), iξ˙0 = 0,
ix˙ = p′ξ(x, ξ/ξ0), iξ˙/ξ0 = −p
′
x(x, ξ/ξ0),
whih redues to κt after restrition to ξ0 = 1.
To get the seond statement, we observe that ψ(t, ξ, η) → ψ(∞, x, η)
and that the orresponding anonial relation κ∞ is stritly positive with
real part being the identity relation on Σ. The statement then follows by the
desription of our operators after onjugation by an FBI-Bargmann transform
as in [39℄.
The proof of the third statement is straight forward. #
In the remainder of this setion, we assume that q 6= n−
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Proposition 3.4 We have
[∆q, U(t)] = O(h
N)e−t/C , Hs−Ncomp → H
s+N
loc , (3.42)
for all s ∈ R and all N ≥ 0.
Proof. Using the theory of [37℄, we see that
[∆q, U(t)]u(x) =
1
(2πh)2n
∫∫
e
i
h
(ψ(t,x,η)−y·η)b(t, x, η; h)u(y)dydη+R(t)u(x),
(3.43)
where R(t) = O(h∞)e−t/C : H−∞comp → H
∞
loc, and b(t, x, η; h) ∼
∑∞
0 bj(t, x, η)h
j
satises (3.32), (3.33) in a region with η bounded and ∂kt ∂
α
x∂
β
η b = O(〈η〉
2+k−|β|)
in a region where t is bounded. Further, we have
[∆q, U(0)] = 0, (3.44)
(h∂t +∆q)[∆q, U(t)] = O(h
∞)e−t/C . (3.45)
From (3.44) we onlude that bj(0, η) = 0 and from (3.45) we see that bj
satisfy the same transport equations as aj , and hene
bj = O(t
∞), bj = O(e
−t/Cdist (·,Σ)∞),
where we restrit the attention to a region with η bounded for simpliity.
From this we dedue (3.42). #
Combining the last two propositions, we get
h∂tU(t) + U(t)∆q = O(h
∞)e−t/C : H−∞comp(X˜)→ H
∞
loc(X˜). (3.46)
From this we get a two-sided parametrix for ∆q:
Theorem 3.5 We reall that we work with the assumption q 6= n−. Put
E =
1
h
∫ ∞
0
U(t)dt. (3.47)
Then
E = O(h−1) : Hscomp → H
s
loc, (3.48)
for every s ∈ R, and
∆qE − 1, E∆q − 1 = O(h
∞) : H−∞comp → H
∞
loc. (3.49)
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Proof. The rst estimate follows from the seond statement in Proposition
3.3. Further,
∆qE =
1
h
∫ ∞
0
−h∂tU(t)dt +
1
h
∫ ∞
0
(h∂t +∆q)U(t)dt.
Here the rst integral is equal to 1, sine U(0) = 1, and the seond integral
is O(h∞) : H−∞comp → H
∞
loc by the last part of Proposition 3.3. The proof of
(3.49) is similar exept that we use (3.46) instead. #
4 Π as a loal projetion on N (∆q) modO(h
∞).
In this setion we ontinue to work in a onneted open subset where the
urvature ∂∂φ is non-degenerate of signature (n+, n−) and we restrit the
attention to (0, q)-forms, with q = n−.
Reall that U(t), dened by (3.3), is well-dened mod O(h∞) as an oper-
ator: Hscomp → H
s
loc for t ≥ 0 and as an operator: H
s−N
comp → H
s+N
loc , for t ≥ t0
for all t0 > 0. Put
Πu =
1
(2πh)2n
∫∫
e
i
h
(ψ(∞,x,η)−y·η)a(∞, x, η; h)u(y)dydη, (4.1)
so that Π is well-dened modO(h∞) as an operator Hs−Ncomp → H
s+N
loc , for all
s ∈ R, N ≥ 0. Then by Proposition 3.2 , and (3.12), we have
U(t) = Π+V (t), V (t) = O(e−t/C) : Hs−Ncomp → H
s+N
loc , t ≥ t0, ∀ t0 > 0. (4.2)
To see this one an introdue Us(t) with phase (1− s)ψ(t, x, η)+ sψ(∞, x, η)
and amplitude (1 − s)a(t, x, η) + sa(∞, x, η; h), 0 ≤ s ≤ 1, and show that
∂sUs(t) satises the estimate in (4.2).
Proposition 4.1 We have in the sense of operators: Hs−Ncomp → H
s+N
loc ,
∆qΠ ≡ Π∆q ≡ 0 modO(h
∞), (4.3)
Π∗ − Π ≡ 0 modO(h∞), (4.4)
[Π, V (t)] = O(e−t/Ch∞). (4.5)
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Proof. We know from (3.27), (3.20) that
Zφ(e
i
h
ψ(t,x,η)a(t, x, η; h)) = e
i
h
ψ(t,x,η)b(t, x, η; h),
where b = O(e−t/C). Write this as
O(e−t/C) = b = e−
i
h
ψ(t,x,η) ◦ Zφ ◦ e
i
h
ψ(t,x,η)(a(t, x, η; h)) =: Zφ,ψ,ηa(t, x, η; h).
Here
Zφ,ψ,η = Zφ,ψ∞,η +O(e
−t/C),
in the sense of Taylor expansions of the oeients in the h-asymptoti ex-
pansions at Σ, by (3.12). We onlude that
Zφ,ψ∞,ηa∞ = O(e
−t/C) +O(h∞),
but here the left hand side is independent of t and hene
Zφ,ψ∞,ηa∞ = O(h
∞). (4.6)
This means that
Zφ(e
i
h
ψ∞a∞) = O(h
∞). (4.7)
Similarly,
Z∗φ(e
i
h
ψ∞a∞) = O(h
∞). (4.8)
Hene,
∆q(e
i
h
ψ∞a∞) = O(h
∞), (4.9)
whih implies that
∆qΠ = O(h
∞) : Hs−Ncomp → H
s+N
loc . (4.10)
[∆q, U(t)] is an h-Fourier integral operator of the same type as U(t). We
have
∂t[∆q, U(t)] + ∆q[∆q, U(t)] = [∆q, ∂tU(t) + ∆qU(t)] = O(h
∞)
in the sense of suh operators and using also that [∆q, U(0)] = 0, we get
[∆q, U(t)] = O(h∞) in the sense of suh operators and hene [∆q, U(t)] =
O(h∞) as an operator: Hs+2comp → H
s
loc for t ≥ 0 and H
s−N
comp → H
s+N
loc , for
t ≥ t0 > 0. It follows that [Π,∆q] = O(h∞) : Hs−Ncomp → H
s+N
loc and together
with (4.10), this gives (4.3).
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Next we see that in the sense of h-Fourier integral operators:
∂tU
∗ +∆qU
∗ ≡ (∂tU + U∆q)
∗ ≡ (∂tU +∆U)
∗ ≡ 0.
Hene ∂t(U
∗ − U) + ∆q(U∗ − U) ≡ 0, (U∗ − U)(0) = 0, so by onsidering
again the transport equations, we get U∗ ≡ U . It follows that Π∗ ≡ Π, so we
have (4.4).
Consider [U(t), U(s)], 0 ≤ s < ∞ (after introduing a uto near the
diagonal to make our operators properly supported without aeting any
other properties). This ommutator is obviously a Fourier integral operator
assoiated to κt+s. For s = 0, we have
[U(0), U(t)] = [1, U(t)] = 0.
Moreover, sine ∆q ommutes with U(t):
(h∂s +∆q)[U(s), U(t)] ≡ [(h∂s +∆q)U(s), U(t)] ≡ [0, U(t)] = 0.
From onsidering the transport equations for the amplitude of [U(s), U(t)]
with the phase ψ(t + s, x, η) − y · η, we see that [U(s), U(t)] = 0. Letting
s→∞, we get [Π, U(t)] ≡ 0 and (4.5) follows. #
For Re z < 0, we put
R(hz) = −
1
h
∫ ∞
0
etzU(t)dt = O(h−1) : Hscomp → H
s
loc. (4.11)
Then modulo O(h∞) : Hs−Ncomp → H
s+N
loc we have,
∆qR(hz) = −
1
h
∫ ∞
0
etz∆qU(t)dt ≡
1
h
∫ ∞
0
etzh∂tU(t)dt
= −
∫ ∞
0
∂t(e
tz)U(t)dt− 1 = hzR(hz) − 1.
We also have R(hz)∆q ≡ ∆qR(hz), so we get
(hz −∆q)R(hz) ≡ R(hz)(hz −∆q) ≡ 1. (4.12)
In order to extend to a domain, Re z < 1/(2C), we rst rewrite (4.11) as
R(hz) = −
1
h
∫ ∞
0
etz(Π + V (t))dt =
1
hz
Π−
1
h
∫ ∞
0
etzV (t)dt,
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and for
Re z < 1/(2C), |z| ≥ hN0 , (4.13)
with N0 > 0 arbitrarily large but xed, we dene
R(hz) =
1
hz
Π−
1
h
∫ ∞
0
etzV (t)dt = O(|hz|−1 + h−1) : Hscomp → H
s
loc. (4.14)
Then this is a holomorphi extension of R(hz), dened by (4.11). It is there-
fore no surprise that (4.12) remains valid (even though we annot appeal to
unique holomorphi extension, sine we work with errors that are O(h∞)):
Use that (h∂t + ∆q)V (t) = O(h∞e−t/C) :Hs−Ncomp → H
s+N
loc (f (4.2), (4.3))
V (0) = 1− Π, to get modO(h∞) : Hs−Ncomp → H
s+N
loc ,
∆qR(hz) ≡ −
1
h
∫ ∞
0
∆qV (t)dt ≡
∫ ∞
0
etz∂tV (t)dt
= Π− 1− z
∫ ∞
0
etzV (t)dt = Π− 1− hz
1
h
∫ ∞
0
etzV (t)dt
= Π− 1 + hz(R(hz) −
1
hz
Π) = hzR(hz) − 1,
so indeed we have (4.12) for z in the region (4.13).
Proposition 4.2 We have
Π =
1
2πi
∫
|z|=r
R(z)dz, (4.15)
if hN0 ≤ r ≤ 1/(2C). Moreover,
Π2 ≡ Π. (4.16)
In order for (4.16) to make sense, we have multiplied the distribution
kernel of U(t) by a uto near the diagonal in order to make all the operators
properly supported without hanging any of their other properties.
Proof. (4.15) is immediate from (4.14), sine the last term in (4.14) is
holomorphi in |z| < 1/(2C). To prove (4.16), we follow the standard pro-
edure and establish rst an approximate version of the resolvent identity
when hN0 ≤ |z|, |w| ≤ h/(2C), modulo O(h∞): Hs−Ncomp → H
s+N
loc ,
R(z)−R(w) ≡ R(z)(w − z)R(w) ≡ R(w)(w − z)R(z). (4.17)
Write
(z −∆q)− (w −∆q) = (z − w),
and apply R(z)R(w). Then (4.17) follows.
Using (4.17), we write
Π2 = (
1
2πi
)2
∫
|z|=r1
∫
|w|=r2
R(z)R(w)dwdz
≡ (
1
2πi
)2
∫
|z|=r1
∫
|w|=r2
(w − z)−1R(z)dwdz
+(
1
2πi
)2
∫
|w|=r2
∫
|z|=r1
(z − w)−1R(w)dzdw.
Choose hN0 ≤ r1 < r2 ≤ h/(2C). In the seond integral, we rst integrate
with respet to z and get 0. In the rst integral, we rst integrate in w and
get
1
2πi
∫
|z|=r1
R(z)dz = Π.
#
The next result together with (4.3), (4.5), (4.16) says that in an approxi-
mate sense Π is the orthogonal projetion onto the kernel of P and that 1−Π
is approximately the orthogonal projetion onto the range of P :
Theorem 4.3 For hN0 ≤ r ≤ h/(2C), put
E = −
1
2πi
∫
|z|=r
1
z
R(z)dz = O(
1
h
) : Hscomp → H
s
loc. (4.18)
Then modulo O(h∞) : Hs−Ncomp → H
s+N
loc ,
1 ≡ Π+∆qE ≡ Π + E∆q. (4.19)
Proof. Sine E∆q ≡ ∆qE, we only have to prove the rst relation in (4.19):
∆qE = −
1
2πi
∫
|z|=r
1
z
∆qR(z)dz
= −
1
2πi
∫
|z|=r
1
z
(∆q − z)R(z)dz −
1
2πi
∫
|z|=r
R(z)dz
≡
1
2πi
∫
|z|=r
1
z
dz − Π = 1− Π.
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#From the disussion around (3.7)(3.14), we reollet that uniformly for
t ≥ t0 > 0:
ψ(t, x, η) = x · η +O(dist (x, η; Σ)2), (4.20)
Imψ(t, x, η) ∼ dist (x, η; Σ)2. (4.21)
The omplex stationary phase method ([37℄) then permits us to arry out
the η-integration in (3.31), (4.1), to get
Theorem 4.4 For every t0 > 0, we have uniformly for t ≥ t0
U(t)u(x) = h−n
∫
e
i
h
ψ˜(t,x,y)b(t, x, y; h)u(y)m(dy) +R(t)u(x), (4.22)
Πu(x) = h−n
∫
e
i
h
ψ˜(∞,x,y)b(∞, x, y; h)u(y)m(dy) +R(∞)u(x), (4.23)
where
b(t, x, y; h) ∼
∞∑
0
bj(t, x, y; h)h
j, (4.24)
R(t)u(x) =
∫
r(t, x, y; h)u(y)m(dy), (4.25)
∂α(t,x,y)r = O(h
∞), (4.26)
Im ψ˜(t, x, y) ∼ |x− y|2, ψ˜(t, y, x) = −ψ˜(t, x, y), (4.27)
graphκt = {(x, ∂xψ˜(t, x, y); y,−∂yψ˜(t, x, y)); (x, y) ∈ neigh (diag (X˜ × X˜))},
(4.28)
∂αt,x,y(ψ˜(t, x, y)− ψ˜(∞, x, y))|y=x = O(e
−t/C) (4.29)
and similarly for bj.
5 The global null-projetion
We rst reollet what we have done loally. Let s be a loal non-vanishing
holomorphi setion of L, dened on X˜ ⊂ X . Write |s(x)|2 = e−2φ(x), and
reall that we have the unitary map
E0,q(X˜) ∋ u 7→ u˜ = (seφ)ku ∈ E0,q(X˜ ;Lk) (5.1)
∂s 7→ h∂
∆q 7→ ∆˜q,
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where ∆˜q = h∂h∂
∗
+ h∂
∗
h∂ is the Hodge Laplaian on E0,q(X˜ ;Lk). Assume
the urvature is non-degenerate with n− = q on X . In Setion 4 we on-
struted an approximate resolvent for ∆q for z in the domain (4.13) and an
approximate null-projetion of the form
Πu(x) = h−n
∫
eψ(x,y)/hb(x, y; h)u(y)m(dy), h = 1/k, (5.2)
where our new ψ is related to ψ˜(∞, x, y) in (4.23) by
ψ(x, y) = iψ˜(∞, x, y), (5.3)
so that (4.27), (4.28) give
Reψ(x, y) ∼ −|x− y|2, ψ(y, x) = ψ(x, y) (5.4)
dx
1
i
ψ(x, y) ∈ J+, −dy
1
i
ψ(x, y) ∈ J−. (5.5)
When x = y, this implies that
dxi
−1ψ(x, y) = −dyi
−1ψ(x, y) ∈ Σ.
We also know from the onstrution that
ψ(x, x) = 0. (5.6)
On the other hand, we know that Σ is given by Re ξdx = Re 2
i
∂φ
∂x
dx (using the
notations of Setion 2 but writing x, ξ instead of z, ζ), so we get for x = y:
dx
1
i
ψ(x, y) = Re
2
i
∂φ
∂x
dx =
1
i
∂φ
∂x
dx−
1
i
∂φ
∂x
dx.
Hene for x = y:
∂ψ
∂x
=
∂φ
∂x
,
∂ψ
∂x
= −
∂φ
∂x
,
∂ψ
∂y
= −
∂φ
∂x
,
∂ψ
∂y
=
∂φ
∂x
. (5.7)
Sine Π is selfadjoint modulo O(h∞), we also have
b(x, y; h)∗ = b(y, x; h), (5.8)
where the * indiates that we take the omplex adjoint of
b(x, y; h) : Λ0,qT ∗yX → Λ
0,qT ∗xX.
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In terms of
u˜ = (seφ)ku, v˜ = (seφ)kv ∈ E0,q(X˜ ;Lk),
we get from v = Πu, that v˜ = Π˜u˜, with
v˜ = h−n
∫
eψ(x,y)/hb˜(x, y; h)u˜(y)m(dy), (5.9)
where the "symbol"
b˜(x, y; h) = (s(x)eφ(x))kb(x, y; h)(s(y)eφ(y))−k (5.10)
maps
Lky ⊗ Λ
0,qT ∗yX → L
k
x ⊗ Λ
0,qT ∗xX (5.11)
and satises (5.8), now in the sense of maps as in (5.11). Notie that though
seφ is normalized, the "symbol" b˜ may ontain osillations, ontrary to the
true symbol b.
Let s1 be a seond non-vanishing loal holomorphi setion of L with
|s1| = e−2φ1 , so that s1eφ1 is normalized. In the intersetion of the domains
of denition, we have
s1e
φ1 = seφeig,
with g real and φ1−φ pluriharmoni. We then have the loal representation
u˜ = (s1e
φ1)ku1, v˜ = (s1e
φ1)kv1,
and a null-projetion that is unitarily equivalent to the one in (5.2):
Π1u1(x) = h
−n
∫
eψ1(x,y)/hb1(x, y; h)u1(y)m(dy), h = 1/k. (5.12)
Sine the heat parametrix onstruted in Setion 3 is unique modO(h∞) :
H−∞comp → H
∞
loc, we have the orresponding fats for the loal resolvents and
null-projetions, so (5.12) neessarily leads to the same relation (5.9), and
we an also relate Π, Π1 more diretly, by writing
u1 = (
seφ
s1eφ1
)ku = e−ikgu = e−ig/hu,
to get
Π1 = e
−ig/h ◦ Π ◦ eig/h,
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so
b1 = b, ψ1(x, y) = ψ(x, y)− ig(x) + ig(y). (5.13)
In partiular, Reψ(x, y) does not depend on the hoie of loal holomorphi
setion s. The argument above gives a lear idea about the asymptoti
behaviour of the kernel of the projetion onto the spae of q-harmoni forms.
To justify this idea we shall onsider the global resolvents.
On the full manifold X we know that the Hodge Laplaians ∆˜q−1, ∆˜q+1
have no spetrum below h/C for some C > 0 (as ould easily be proved using
Theorem 3.5) and by a standard argument, we onlude that the spetrum
of ∆˜q below h/C is redued to {0}. For z in a set (4.13) we an glue together
the loal operators R(z) of Setion 4 to an operator R˜(z) (or rather we rst
glue together the loally unique heat kernels to a global one and then dene
R˜(z) as in (4.14)) in suh a way that
(z−∆˜q)R˜(z) ≡ R˜(z)(z−∆˜q) ≡ 1 modO(h
∞) : H−∞(X)→ H∞(X). (5.14)
Here we dene the Sobolev spaes Hs(X) = Hs(X,L) of setions of Lk with
h = 1/k in a straight forward way from the loal representations (5.1), by
means of overings and partitions of unity. The hoie of suh overings and
partitions will aet the Hs-norm only up to an equivalene that is uniform
in k.
Sine ∆˜q is an ellipti operator in the lassial sense, we know on the
other hand that for z in the set (4.13),
(z − ∆˜q)
−1 = O(h−N0−1) : Hs → Hs+2 (5.15)
for all s ∈ R, so ombining this with (5.14), we get
(z − ∆˜q)
−1 ≡ R˜(z) modO(h∞) : H−∞ → H∞. (5.16)
Notie that the distribution kernel of an operator whih is O(h∞) : H−∞ →
H∞ is O(h∞) together with all its derivatives. On the other hand, the
approximate global projetion Π˜ disussed earlier in this setion satises (f.
Proposition 4.2)
Π˜ ≡
1
2πi
∫
|z|=r
R˜(z)dz modO(h∞) : H−∞ → H∞, (5.17)
while the true nullspae projetion of ∆˜q,
Π0 : 1{0}(∆˜q) (5.18)
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satises
Π0 =
1
2πi
∫
|z|=r
(z − ∆˜q)
−1dz. (5.19)
Combining (5.16), (5.17), (5.19), (5.8), we get the main result of this
work:
Theorem 5.1 Let L be a Hermitian holomorphi line bundle over a ompat
omplex manifold X and x a positive smooth measure m(dx) on X, so that
the Hodge Laplaian ∆˜q = ∆˜q,k = ∂
∗
∂ + ∂∂
∗
is well-dened on (0, q)-forms
with oeients in Lk, k ∈ N. Assume the urvature of L has onstant
signature (n−, n+) with n− + n+ = n := dimX. Then for k ≫ 1, the null-
spae of ∆˜q,k is redued to 0 when q 6= n−.
In the ase q = n−, let s be a non-vanishing holomorphi setion of L on
the open subset X˜, so that (5.1) gives a unitary map between (0, q)-forms on
X˜ and (0, q)-forms on X˜ with oeients in Lk. If Π0 denotes the orthogonal
projetion onto the null-spae of ∆˜q, we put Π0,su = (se
φ)−kΠ0(se
φ)ku, u ∈
L2(X˜,Λ0,qT ∗X˜). Then the distribution kernel of Π0,s is of the form
KΠ0,s(x, y) = h
−neψ(x,y)/hb˜(x, y; h) + r(x, y; h), h = 1/k, (5.20)
with ψ, b˜ as in (5.9), (5.3) , (4.23), (5.5), (5.6), (5.7), (5.8) and where
∂αx,yr = O(h
∞) for all α.
Remark 5.2 Theorem 5.1 also holds for the more general situation of (0, q)-
forms with values in Lk⊗E, where E is a rank r holomorphi Hermitian vetor
bundle over X . Indeed, loally E is isomorphi to the trivial holomorphi
vetor bundle Cr×X with a Hermitian metri γ. The loal expression (2.14)
for ∆q then still holds if the operators hZj + Zj(φ) and their adjoints are
tensored by Ir, the identity matrix on C
r. This follows from the fat that
the Hermitian metri γ on E is independent of h = k−1. Moreover, globally
there is still a spetral gap for the same reason (as is well-known), giving an
asymptoti expansion as before. For example, if µn is a general volume form
on X and ωn is the one indued by the given Hermitian metri on X, then
the funtion µn/ωn denes a Hermitian metri on the trivial line bundle E.
6 Change of omplex struture
In this setion we will investigate some relations to [44℄ (see also [12℄). Let
us rst reall the setting in [44℄. Assume given a sympleti manifold (X,ω)
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suh that πω represents an integral ohomology lass. Then there exists a
Hermitian line bundle L over X with a unitary onnetion∇ whose urvature
satises
i
2
Θ = ω (ompare Setion 6.2 for notation). Take an almost omplex
struture J ′ on X (i.e. J ′ ∈ End(TX), J ′2 = −I) suh that
(i) ω(J ′v, J ′w) = ω(v, w)
(ii) ω(v, J ′v) > 0
(6.1)
for all v, w in TX. We deompose
TX ⊗C = T 1,0(X, J ′)⊕ T 0,1(X, J ′),
so that J ′⊗C = i⊕−i (then 6.1 means that ω is a positive (1, 1)−form with
respet to J ′). Then we get an operator ∇0,1 := ∂J ′ ating on setions of L.
Furthermore, a Riemannian metri g is said to be ompatible with J ′ if
g(J ′v, J ′v) = g(v, v), (6.2)
i.e. g orresponds to the real part of a Hermitian metri on T 1,0(X, J ′).
In [44℄ Shiman and Zeldith, motivated by the work [20] of Donaldson,
dene a sequene of spaes imitating H0(X,Lk) in the usual integrable ase.
A naive hoie would be the kernel of ∂J ′ ating on L
k, but if J ′ is non-
integrable then these spaes are too small. Instead, Shiman and Zeldith,
following Boutet de Monvel and Guillemin [12℄, introdue a sequene of spaes
of so alled asymptotially almost holomorphi setions. The main result in
the present setion (theorem 6.5) says that the dimension of the null-spae of
∆q, studied in the previous setions, oinides with the dimension of a spae
of asymptotially almost holomorphi setions. The latter spae is dened
with respet to a new almost omplex struture on the original omplex
manifold X. It would be very interesting to know if this orrespondene
ould be extented to the level of Bergman kernels in a suitable sense, in
partiular in view of the results in [35] on lower order terms of generalized
Bergman kernels. It should nally be pointed out that in [44℄ the analysis
is redued to the homogenous theory in [12℄ by adding a varible dual to k,
i.e. by embedding X in the unit irle bundle in L∗ (this is a global version
of the redution used in proposition 3.3). But sine we work diretly in a
semilassial inhomogenous setting we have developped some of the material
in [44℄ from our point of view.
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6.1 The pair (J, J ′)
We now return to the situation in the previous hapters, i.e. we take L to
be a Hermitian line bundle whih is also holomorphi over (X, J) where J
denotes the integrable omplex struture. Then it has a anonial onnetion
∇ (see Setion 6.2). The urvature Θ of ∇ is assumed to be of signature
(n−, n+) = (q, n−q) and we will all q the index of Θ. Hene, ω :=
i
2
Θ is not
positive with respet to J, unless q = 0. However, given a Hermitian metri
H on T 1,0(X, J) as in Setion 2 (so that its real part orresponds to g in
(6.2)) we an dene an almost omplex struture J ′ making ω positive, in
the following way. Split the real tangent bundle TX as
TX = (TX)− ⊕ (TX)+ (6.3)
aording to the positive and negative eigenspaes of ω(·, J ·) with respet to
the metri g. Then J splits as J+ ⊕ J− by restrition. Now dene J ′ by the
splitting
J ′ = (−J−)⊕ J+. (6.4)
Then, learly, ω(v, J ′v) > 0. Equivalently, let ei be a loal frame for T ∗0,1(X, J),
orthonormal with respet to H, suh that
Θ =
∑
i
λiei ∧ e
i, (6.5)
where λi < 0 for i ≤ q and λi > 0 for i > q. Let e
′i = ei for i ≤ q and e′i = ei
for i > q. Then T ∗0,1(X, J ′) is spanned by all e′i and Θ = |λi| e′i ∧ e′i satises
(6.1). The anonial onnetion ∇ on the Hermitian line bundle L indued
by J now gives an operator ∇0,1 := ∂J ′ (deomposing with respet to J ′).
In the sequel X and X ′ will denote the almost omplex manifolds (X, J)
and (X, J ′) respetively and in general a prime on an objet will indiate
that it is dened with respet to the almost omplex struture J ′.
Remark 6.1 Even though the pair (ω, J ′) ts into the setup of [44℄ it should
be pointed out that the Riemannian metri ω(v, J ′w) on X was used in [44℄,
but we will use the the Riemannian metri g indued by the given Hermitian
metri H instead. It should be pointed out that the results in this paper
are independent of the metri, but the metri may be important in a more
rened study involving Bergman kernels. Also, in [44℄ the asymptotis of
projetion operators ating on Lk were studied, but as mentioned there, the
ase Lk ⊗ E where E is a omplex vetor bundle is similar. In Setion 6.5
we will study Lk ⊗ E for a ertain omplex line bundle E = K−X′ .
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6.2 Connetions and ommutation relations
Let us rst reall some basi fats about onnetions [50℄,[24℄. A onnetion
∇ on a omplex line bundle L over a real manifold X is an operator
∇ : C∞(X ;L)→ C∞(X ;L⊗ T ∗X)
satisfying Leibniz rule: ∇(fs) = df⊗s+f∇s for f a funtion and s a setion
of L. Given a vetor eld v on X the ontrated operator ∇v on setions of
L is alled the ovaraint derivative along v. The urvature two-form Θ of ∇
an be dened by
Θ(v, w) = [∇v,∇w]−∇[v,w], (6.6)
where v and w are vetor elds on X. If L has a Hermitian metri 〈·, ·〉 , then
a onnetion ∇ is alled unitary if
d 〈s, t〉 = 〈∇s, t〉+ 〈s,∇t〉 (6.7)
and if L is a holomorphi line bundle over a omplex manifold X, then ∇ is
alled holomorphi if
∇0,1 = ∂ (6.8)
i.e. ∇0,1s = 0 if s is a holomorphi setion. There is a unique unitary
holomorphi onnetion (see below) on a Hermitian holomorphi line bundle
L. If (X, J) is only an almost omplex manifold, any given onnetion ∇
denes an operator ∂J := ∇0,1 ating on setions with values in L, but there
is no anonial operator ∂J on L. In the following we will only onsider
unitary onnetions ∇ on L over an almost omplex manifold (X, J).
The loal situation is as follows. Let t be a loal unitary trivializing
setion of L and let A be the loal one form dened by ∇t = A⊗ t. Note that
∇ is unitary (i.e. (6.7) holds) preisely when A is an imaginary one form.
Now we get the loal representation ∇ = d+ A, i.e.
∇(fs) = (d+ Af)s, (6.9)
and the urvature two-form Θ of ∇ is loally given by
Θ = dA. (6.10)
If t̂ = eigt is another unitary frame for L over U, then, using Leibniz rule,
the orresponding one form is given by
Â = A + idg, (6.11)
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onrming that the urvature two-form (6.10) is independent of the loal
frame. Take loal dual orthonormal frames Zi and ei for T
0,1(X, J) and
T ∗0,1(X, J), respetively as in Setion 2. Splitting ∇ = ∇1,0 +∇0,1 we may
then write
∇ =
∑
i
(ei∇i + e
i∇i), (6.12)
where ∇i := ∇Zi and ∇i are the orresponding ovariant derivatives along Zi
and Z i respetively. Let us now onsider some loal ommutation relations.
Write
[Zi, Zj] =
∑
p(a
p
ijZp − a
p
jiZp)
[Zi, Zj] =
∑
p(f
p
ijZp +N
p
ijZp)
, (6.13)
where the braket denotes the ommutator between the orresponding dif-
ferential operators. Then Npij is identially zero preisely when T
1,0(X, J) is
losed under the braket, whih in turn is equivalent to J being integrable
[27, 44℄. In general the Npij dene the so alled Nijenhuis tensor of the al-
most omplex struture J. Now, using formulas (6.6) and (6.13) we get the
following ommutation relations:
[∇i,∇j] = Θ(Zi, Zj) +
∑
p(a
p
ij∇p − a
p
ji∇p)
[∇i,∇j] =
∑
p(f
p
ij∇p +N
p
ij∇p),
(6.14)
where we have used that Θ vanishes on T 0,1X ⊗ T 0,1X, by the assumption
(6.1) (i) on J.
Let us now speialize to our original situation (ompare Setion 6.1),
where J is integrable and Θ has index q and take a loal frame ei diagonal-
izing Θ. Reall (Setion 2) that |s|2 = e−2φ where s is a loal holomorphi
trivializing setion of L so that t :=: eφs is a loal unitary setion. Then if ∇
denotes a onnetion satisfying (6.7) and (6.8) we see that ∇ is unique sine
the loal one form A is given by
A = −∂φ + ∂φ, Θ = dA = 2∂∂φ (6.15)
Indeed, the assumption (6.8) gives as in Setion 2 that ∇0,1 is loally repre-
sented (with respet to t) by
∂ + ∂φ =
∑
i
ei(Zi + Ziφ)
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and sine A is imaginary (by (ii)) we get (6.15). Moreover, we get that
Θij = λiδij and N
p
ij = 0 in (6.14). Next, introduing the omplex struture
J ′ dened above orresponds to letting
∇
′
i = ∇i, i ≤ q and ∇
′
i = ∇i, i > q (6.16)
sine the deomposition (6.12) of ∇ hanges in the orresponding way.
6.3 Symbols and ideals
We will now onsider an arbitrary almost omplex struture J again and
replae L by Lk and onsider semilassial symbols as in Setion 2 (setting
h = k−1). The disussion will be loal on U , given a unitary trivializing
setion t over U and dual orthonormal frames Zi and ei for T
0,1(U, J) and
T ∗0,1(U, J), respetively. Any given onnetion ∇ on L indues a onnetion
on Lk, that we also denote by ∇ (i.e. loally A in (6.9) is replaed by kA).We
denote by σ the semilassial prinipal symbol map (ompare the disussion
about semilassial prinipal symbols following the proof of proposition 2.1)
and let
qi := σ(h∇i)
in terms of the deomposition (6.3) (i.e. qi is the prinipal symbol of the ith
omponent of h∂J). We will all J = (q1, ..., qn) the symbol ideal of ∂J . Sine
∇ is unitary, i.e. it saties (6.7), integration by parts gives
σ(−h∇i) = σ(h∇
∗
i ) = qi, (6.17)
also using the general fat that σ(D∗) = σ(D) in the last equality. Reall
the following general relation between the operator braket and the Poisson
braket:
σ[D1, D2] = −ih {σ(D1), σ(D2)} ,
Hene, the ommutator relations (6.14) beome:
i {qi, qj} = Θ(Zi, Zj) +
∑
p(a
p
ijqp − a
p
jiqp)
i {qi, qj} =
∑
p(f
p
ijqp +N
p
ijqp),
(6.18)
Let now J and J ′ be as in Setion 6.1. Note that when ∇ is the anonial
onnetion determined by J, then the loal expression (6.15) shows that
h∇i = hZi + hZiφ
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and that (6.18) is onsistent with the formula (2.23). Now (6.18) and (6.17)
give q′i = −qi for i ≤ q and q
′
i = qi for i > q. In partiular, the zero varieties
in T ∗U dened by the symbol ideals J and J ′ oinide and are equal to the
real harateristi variety Σ = {p0: := σ(∆q) = 0} , where p0 is as in formula
(2.15). In Setion 3 the loal almost holomorphi manifold J+ in the almost
omplexiation of T ∗X was introdued. It orresponds to a loal ideal J +
of loal smooth funtions on the sympleti manifold T ∗X suh that for all
f in J +
∂f˜J+(x) = O(Imx)
∞,
where f˜ denotes an almost holomorphi extension of f from T ∗X. The prop-
erties of J+, reviewed in (3.15), when formulated in terms of the ideal J +,
an be stated as the following lemma [12℄,[44℄,[40℄, where IΣ denotes the ideal
of elements in C∞(X,C) vanishing on Σ.
Lemma 6.2 There exists a unique positive Poisson ideal J + with respet to
Σ ontaining p0. That is, there exists a unique ideal J + ⊂ IΣ with ommon
zero set Σ satisfying (i) J + is losed under the Poisson braket and (ii) there
are generators qi of J + suh that the matrix
1
i
{qi, qj} is positive denite on
Σ and p0 ∈ J +.
Note that by (6.18) the ideal J fails to satisfy the positivity ondition (ii)
above, sine Θ is assumed to have index q. On the other hand, the positive
ideal J ′ only satises ondition (i) mod IΣ (ompare Proposition 6.5). By
the uniqueness of J +, we then dedue that J + = J ′ mod I2Σ. In fat, the
ideal J + an be onstruted from J ′ by indution with respet to N on the
vanishing order INΣ [44℄ so that J
+
is unique mod INΣ for eah N.
Remark 6.3 The uniqueness mod I2Σ in Lemma 6.2 is equivalent to the
well-known fat that given a Riemannian metri g on a sympleti manifold
(X,ω) there is a unique almost omplex struture J suh that (6.2) and (6.1)
hold. The point is that given (X,ω, g, J) we get a map
(T 0,1X, J)→ J +/I2Σ, Zi 7→ σ(h∇Zi) =: qi
By (6.18) the onditions (6.1) on ω orrespond to the onditions in Lemma
6.2 on the Poisson brakets when restrited to Σ and the ondition (6.2) on g
orresponds to the ondition on p0 = σ(∆). However, Lemma 6.2 applies to a
more general situation where p0 is a general funtion on a sympleti manifold
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Y (replaing T ∗X with its usual sympleti form) vanishing to seond order
on Σ := {p0 = 0} . Then one gets a omplex struture on the normal bundle
TY/TΣ of Σ in Y [12℄.
One nal
Remark 6.4 In Setion 3 J+ was only loally dened, but it orresponds to
a global submanifold of the almost omplexiation of the ane bundle AX
dened in Setion 8.
6.4 J ′ is generially non-integrable
We will all a funtion f on T ∗X ber ane if it is ane on eah xed
ber of T ∗X. Equivalently, f is ber ane if it is the semilassial prinipal
symbol of a rst order h−dierential operator on X. Consider C2 with its
standard omplex struture and metri and let L be the trivial holomorphi
line bundle with ber metri φ. We will also assume that the index of the
urvature Θ = 2∂∂φ is one.
Proposition 6.5 The almost omplex struture J ′ is non-integrable for generi
ber metris φ. More preisely, J ′ is non-integrable if
∂3φ
∂2z1∂z¯2
6= 0 (6.19)
at 0. In partiular, the ideal J + has no ber ane generators then.
Proof. We will identify Θ with a Hermitian matrix: Θij := Θ(
∂
∂z¯i
, ∂
∂zj
) =
−2 ∂
2φ
∂zj∂z¯i
with respet to the standard orthogonal frame
∂
∂z¯i
and we may as-
sume that Θ(0) is diagonal. Denote by Zi an orthonormal frame diagonalizing
Θ lose to z = 0, i.e. Dij := Θ(Zi, Zj) =: −δijλi. Equivalently, Zi = U
∂
∂z¯i
where the matrix valued funtion U satises
(i) U∗U = I (ii) U∗ΘU = D , (6.20)
denoting by U∗ the Hermitian adjoint U
t
. By the denition (6.4) of J ′ and the
subsequent disussion we may take Z ′1 = Z1 and Z
′
2 = Z2. In partiular, J
′
43
is non-integrable if a121, dened with respet to J in (6.13), is non-vanishing
at the origin. Now observe that at z = 0,
− a121 =
〈
[Z1, Z2], Z1
〉
= (
∂
∂z1
u21)(0) (6.21)
Indeed, Z1 =
∂
∂z¯1
at z = 0 and when alulating
[Z1, Z2] = [u11
∂
∂z1
+ u12
∂
∂z2
, u21
∂
∂z¯1
+ u22
∂
∂z¯2
],
we an use Leibniz rule for the braket to expand the right hand side and
get terms of the form
(u11[
∂
∂z1
, u21])
∂
∂z¯1
+ ...
But sine, uij(0) = δij the other term proportional to
∂
∂z¯1
vanishes at z = 0,
proving (6.21). Hene, we just have to show that ( ∂
∂z1
u21)(0) 6= 0, if (6.19)
holds. To this end, apply
∂
∂z1
to (6.20) and use that U(0) = I and Θ(0) = D
to get at z = 0
(i)
∂
∂z1
(U∗) = −
∂
∂z1
U, (ii)
∂
∂z1
Θ+ [D,
∂
∂z1
U ] =
∂
∂z1
D. (6.22)
In partiular,
∂
∂z1
Θ21 − (λ1 − λ2)
∂
∂z1
u21 = 0,
i.e. at z = 0 we have
∂
∂z1
u21 = 2
∂3φ
∂2z1∂z¯2
/(λ2 − λ1)
By (6.21) this proves rst part of the proposition about the non-integrabili-
ty of J ′.
The seond part is a diret onsequene of the rst part, by the way J +
is onstruted in [12℄. Indeed, by the uniqueness property mod I2Σ in Lemma
6.2 we have, sine J + is assumed to be generated by ber ane funtions,
that J + = (q
′
1, q
′
2, ..., q
′
n). But then the assumption that J
+
is a Poisson
ideal fores N
′p
ij = 0 in the relations orresponding to (6.18) for the almost
omplex struture J ′. But this ontradits the rst part of the proposition.
#
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6.5 Partial Serre duality
In this setion J and J ′ (and X and X ′) will be as in Setion 6.1. Moreover,
we will onsider globally dened symbol ideals et (ompare Remark 6.4).
Denote by H0,q(X,Lk) the global null spae of ∆q and denote in this setion
by ΠqX the orthogonal projetion on H
0,q(X,Lk). In simple ases, e.g. when
X is a produt of omplex urves and L is the produt of pulled bak line
bundles one an show that that, for k suiently large, any element α in
H0,q(X,Lk) may be written loally as
α = fe1 ∧ ... ∧ eq
with respet to a frame as in formula (6.5). Moreover f is holomorphi with
respet to a new integrable omplex struture of the form J ′. In fat, this
follows from partial Serre duality, i.e. Serre duality along the negative
diretions of the line bundle in the produt ase. In this setion we will show
that a version of this phenomenon, with J ′ possibly non-integrable, persists
for general X.
Denote by KX the anonial line bundle on X = (X, J), i.e. KX is the
holomorphi line bundle Λn,0(T ∗X, J) (onsidering (T ∗X, J) as a holomorphi
vetor bundle). The splitting (6.3) then indues a deomposition of omplex
line bundles
KX = K
−
X ⊗K
+
X (6.23)
where K−X := Λ
q,0((T ∗X)−, J) and K
+
X := Λ
n−q,0((T ∗X)+, J). Note that the
bundles K±X are not holomorphi in general. Now
K−X′ := K
−
X = Λ
q,0((T ∗X)−, J
′)
is a omplex line bundle on X ′ with a onnetion indued by the anonial
onnetion on (TX, J) determined by the metri g and the omplex struture
J. Given a suiently large integer k the omplex line bundle Lk ⊗ K−X′
over X ′ has positive urvature with respet to J ′ and ts into the setup
in the beginning of Setion 6. Denote by H0(X ′, Lk ⊗ K−X′) the spae of
asymptotially almost holomorphi setions dened in [44℄ (see Remark 6.1)
We will just reall that H0(X ′, Lk ⊗K−X′) is dened as the range of a global
projetion operator Π0X′ , whih is a Fourier integral operator with omplex
phase and its anonial relation an be desribed in the following way. Let
Σ′ be the real harateristi variety of ∂J ′ and let J ′+ be the ideal obtained
from Lemma 6.2 applied to Σ′. Then the anonial relation may be written
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as C′= J ′+ ×Σ′ J ′+, whih is to be interpreted in terms of biharateristi
strips as in the expression for C∞ (the anonial relation of Π
q
X) in Setion
3. But sine Σ′ = Σ, as observed in Setion 6.3, the uniqueness in Lemma
6.2 gives J ′+ = J + and hene C′ = C∞. The onstrution in [44℄ atually
only determines Π0X′ mod O(k
−∞) i.e. the asymptotis of its distribution
kernel is only determined up to terms of order O(k−∞). But this means that
the dimension of H0(X ′, Lk ⊗K−X′) is independent of the onstrution for k
suiently large. We will now prove the following
Theorem 6.6 Assume that the index of Θ is q. Then, for k suiently
large,
dimH0,q(X,Lk) = dimH0(X ′, Lk ⊗K−X′). (6.24)
Furthermore, if KX has a square root K
1/2
X , then
dimH0,q(X,Lk ⊗K1/2X ) = dimH
0(X ′, Lk ⊗K1/2X′ ), (6.25)
where the right hand side is dened using the indued onnetion on K
1/2
X′ .
Proof. In the proof we will identify TX := (TX, J) with T 1,0(X, J) as
omplex vetor bundles, so that Λr,0(T ∗X, J) is identied with Λr(T ∗X) (in
partiular KX = Λ
n(T ∗X) and similarly for TX ′ := (TX, J ′). Let us rst
prove (6.24). Observe that for k suiently large, the left hand side of (6.24)
is given by
dimH0,q(X,Lk) = (−1)q
∫
X
Td(TX) ∧ ekc
1(L), (6.26)
where Td(TX) is the Todd lass of the omplex vetor bundle (TX, J). In-
deed, for any line bundle L the Riemann-Roh theorem [24℄,[23℄ applied to
the omplex (E0,∗(X,Lk), ∂) gives that the alternating sum of the dimensions
of the spaes H0,j(X,Lk) is given by the right hand side in (6.26). Moreover,
if L has index q, then the dimensions of all H0,j(X,Lk) suh that j 6= q
vanish for k suiently large (as follows from Proposition 2.4) giving (6.26).
Similarly, it was shown in [12℄ that the right hand side of (6.24) is given by
dimH0(X ′, Lk ⊗K−X′) =
∫
X′
Td(TX ′) ∧ ekc
1(L)+c1(K−
X′
), (6.27)
now using the Todd lass of the omplex vetor bundle (TX, J ′). Using (6.26)
and (6.27) and the fat that [X ′] = (−1)q[X ] as integration urrents (sine
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the orientation depends on the almost omplex struture) it is enough to
show that
Td(TX) ∧ ekc
1(L) = Td(TX ′) ∧ ekc
1(L)+c1(K−
X′
). (6.28)
to prove the theorem. To this end, we rst reall the following basi properties
of the Todd lass. Let F be a omplex line bundle and E1 and E2 omplex
vetor bundles over a real manifold X. Then
(i) Td(F ) = c1(F )/(1− e−c
1(F ))
(ii) Td(E1 ⊕E2) = Td(E1) ∧ Td(E2)
, (6.29)
where the expression in (i) is to be interpreted as a formal power series in
c1(F ), yielding a polynomial in c1(F ), sine c1(F )j vanishes if j > n. In fat,
by the splitting priniple the properties (6.29) determine Td uniquely [10℄.
Next, we will show that the following universal identity holds
Td(E) ∧ ec
1(E) = Td(E). (6.30)
To prove a universal identity between harateristi lasses it is, by the split-
ting priniple enough to prove it when E is a diret sum of line bundles over
a manifold Y. Moreover, by (6.29) (ii) and the multipliativity of ec
1
we may
then assume that E is a line bundle. By (6.29) (i) the identity (6.30) is then
equivalent to the funtion identity
x
1− e−x
=
−x
1− e−(−x)
· ex
whih learly holds. Let us now nish the proof of the identity (6.28). By
the denition of J ′ the splitting (6.3) gives
TX ′ = TX− ⊕ TX+
as omplex vetor bundles. Substituting this into the right hand side of (6.28)
and using the multipliative property (6.29) (ii) we see that it is enough to
show that
Td((TX)−) = Td((TX)−) ∧ e
c1(K−
X′
).
Finally, sine c1(K−X′) := c
1(Λq((T ∗X)−) = c
1((TX)−), the identity (6.28)
follows from the identity (6.30) applied to E = (TX)−. This nishes the
proof of (6.24). To prove (6.25), note that the previous argument also shows
that (6.24) remains true after replaing Lk by Lk⊗F in both sides of (6.24),
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where F is a omplex vetor bundle. In partiular, letting F = K
1/2
X we get,
using the deomposition (6.12), that F ⊗K−X′ is given by
((K−X)
1/2 ⊗ (K+X)
1/2)⊗ (K−X)
−1 = K
−1/2
X− ⊗K
1/2
X+ = K
1/2
X′
where we have used that E ≃ E∗ := E−1 for any omplex line bundle E.
This proves (6.25). #
Remark 6.7 To prove the seond part of the previous theorem one ould
also use that any almost omplex struture whose anonial line bundle has a
square root determines a spin struture on X . Then the use of the Riemann-
Roh theorem may be replaed by the index theorem for the orreponding
Dira operator. In this ontext it is well-known that the index only depends
on the indued orientation of the real manifold X . See [23℄.
7 Examples: Flag manifolds
In this setion we will reall (without giving proofs) the onstrution of ag
manifolds and their homogeneous line bundles, emphasizing the omplex an-
alytial aspets. It turns out that the new almost omplex strutures J ′
(dened by (6.4)) in this ontext are atually integrable and we show that
Theorem 6.6 orresponds to a weak version of the Borel-Weil-Bott theorem.
For general referenes on ag manifolds see [7℄[29℄[22℄[1℄. See also [31℄ and
[28℄ where they are also studied from an asymptoti point of view.
Let K be a ompat semi-simple real Lie group and take a maximal
onneted Abelian subgroup T of K (i.e. a maximal torus of K). The
K−homogenous manifold X := K/T is alled a ag manifold. Reall that
the omplexiation of the Lie algebra k of K deomposes as
kC = tC
⊕
α∈∆
Eα (7.1)
diagonalizing the adjoint ation of t on k (ating by the Lie braket). The
label α of the eigen spae Eα is alled a root and it denes a non-zero element
of t
∗
C
:
[t, Zα] = (α, t)Zα
for any element Zα, alled a root vetor, of the root spae Eα. From (7.1)
and a onsistent hoie of positive roots ∆+ one gets a deomposition at the
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identity element e of K :
TeX ⊗C ∼=
( ⊕
α∈∆+
⊔
−∆+
Eα
)
=: T 1,0e X ⊕ T
0,1
e X (7.2)
induing an invariant integrable omplex struture on X. In fat, exponenti-
ating the (1, 0) part of (7.2) expresses X as a holomorphi quotient,
X := K/T ⋍ G/B, (7.3)
where B is a Borel group in the omplexiation G of K. We x a Hermitian
invariant metri on K/T making the deomposition (7.2) orthogonal.
The Hermitian holomorphi line bundles on X may be identied with the
weight lattie in t
∗
, i.e. the elements λ of t∗ that exponentiate to haraters
on the torus T , with values in U(1). To see this, reall that in general a
hermitian line bundle over a manifold X an be onsidered as the vetor
bundle assoiated to a prinipal U(1)−bundle over X. In our situation K is
a prinipal T−bundle over X(= K/T ) and sine λ indues a homomorphism
of the ber T into U(1) it determines a Hermitian line bundle Lλ over X.
The urvature two form Θλ of Lλ is determined by
Θλ(Zα, Zβ) = δαβcα 〈λ, α〉 (7.4)
using the Killing form 〈·, ·〉 on t∗
C
, where Zα is a normalized root vetor in
Eα and cα is a ertain positive number. Formula (7.4) shows that the index
of Θλ is equal to the index of λ, where the latter is dened as the number of
positive roots α suh that 〈λ, α〉 < 0. The hyper planes kerα divide t∗ into
so alled Weyl hambers and the index is onstant for all λ in the interior
of a hamber. In the following we will assume that the urvature of Lλ is
non-degenerate i.e. that λ is in the interior of a hamber.
Example 7.1 Let K = SU(n+ 1). Then T = U(1)n and G = SL(n+ 1,C)
with B the subgroup of upper triangular matries and X is the manifold of
all omplete ags in C
n+1, i.e. the set of all n−tuples of linear subspaes
(V1, ...Vn) suh that Vi( Vi+1 For example, if n = 1, then X = P
1
and the
onjugate omplex manifold P1 is obtained by letting B be dened by lower
triangular matries. Moreover, t = iR, the weight lattie is, under proper
normalization, iZ and the Weyl hambers are the positive and negative half-
axes. The element im orresponds to the line bundle O(m), whose setions
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are the homogoneous polynomials of degree m. If n = 2, then X may be
idented with the three dimensional manifold
(Z,W ) ∈ P2 ×P2 : Z0W0 + Z1W1 + Z2W2 = 0, (7.5)
in terms of homogenous oordinates and the ation of SU(3) is given by the
ation
(A; (Z,W )) 7→ (AZ, (At)−1W ).
The weight lattie is now iZ2 and there are six Weyl hambers. This follows
from the representation theory of SU(3) but using the realization (7.5) it is
straight forward to see that all line bundles onX are obtained as π∗1(O(m))⊗
π∗2(O(n)) in terms of the projetions on the fators in (7.5). Moreover, by
homogenity it is, using the ber metri indued by the Fubini-Study metri,
enough to alulate the index at a given point. Then one sees that there are
six hambers determined by linear onditions on m and n.
7.1 Change of omplex struture - The Weyl group
The Weyl group is the group generated by the reetions in the hyper planes
kerα determined by the roots. It preserves the weight lattie and ats tran-
sitively and simply on the set of Weyl hambers. In partiular, if λ has index
q there is an element w of the Weyl group suh that w(λ) is positive. Dualy,
the ation of the Weyl group may be interpreted as a hange of the omplex
struture J. Indeed, sine
〈w(λ), α〉 > 0⇔
〈
λ, w−1(α)
〉
> 0 (7.6)
the weight w(λ) is in the positive Weyl hamber if and only if the line bundle
Lλ is positive with respet to Jw, where Jw is the omplex struture deter-
mined by the positive roots w−1(α). Hene, Lλ determines a unique invariant
omplex struture on X, making Lλ positive. More onretely, assume that
the positive roots αi are labeled so that
〈λ, αi〉 < 0, i ≤ q, 〈λ, αi〉 > 0, i > q
This means that the funtional dened by λ is positive preisely on the subset
{−α1, ...,−αq, αq+1, ...} (7.7)
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of the set the roots. By (7.6) this set must then be the image of the positive
roots under w−1 (whih is known to permute the roots). Furthermore, the
ation of w indues an isomorphism of holomorphi line bundles:
Lµ → Lw(µ)
↓ ↓
G/Bw → G/B
, (7.8)
where G/Bw is the holomorphi quotient orresponding to (X, Jw). The
point is that w an be identied with an element of K, ating on G by the
adjoint ation.
7.2 The Borel-Weil-Bott theorem
Theorem 6.6 applied to a homogenous line bundle L over the homogenous
omplex manifold X (that an be represented as in (7.3)) gives, with ρ :=
1
2
∑
α∈∆+
α :
Corollary 7.2 Assume that the weight λ is in the interior of a Weyl hamber
and that it has index q. Then, after replaing λ by a suiently large multiple,
dimHq(G/B,Lλ) = dimH
0(G/Bw, Lλ+ρ−w−1(ρ)). (7.9)
Equivalently, xing the omplex struture J on K/T :
dimHq(K/T, Lλ) = dimH
0(K/T, Lw(λ+ρ)−ρ) (7.10)
Proof. Assume that Lλ has index q and let J
′
on be the new invariant
almost omplex struture determined by (6.4). Then J ′ is an almost omplex
struture suh that Lλ is positive with respet to J
′
and so is the omplex
struture Jw determined by w in the Weyl group as explained in Setion 7.1.
By the uniqueness in Remark 6.3 we have J ′ = Jw. Hene, Theorem 6.6 gives
(7.9), but with the line bundle Lλ ⊗K
−
X′ in the right hand side. To see that
Lλ⊗K
−
X′ = Lλ+ρ−w−1(ρ) note that, given the ordering of the positive roots in
Setion 7.1,
K−X′ ↔
q∑
i=1
αi = ρ− w
−1(ρ) (7.11)
Indeed, from the denition (7.2) of the omplex struture J on K/T
T 1,0X =
⊕
α∈∆+
Lα,
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where Lα is the line bundle orresponding to the root α, giving
KX = Λ
n(T ∗1,0X) ≃
⊗
α∈∆+
L−α = L−2ρ
and a similar argument gives the rst orrespondene in (7.11). Finally, sine
the image of the positive roots under w−1 is given by (7.7),
ρ− w−1(ρ) =
1
2
(
q∑
i=1
αi +
n∑
i=q+1
αi)−
1
2
(
q∑
i=1
−αi +
n∑
i=q+1
αi) =
q∑
i=1
αi
Now the indued isomorphism (7.8) applied to µ = λ+ ρ−w−1(ρ) proves
(7.10). #
The previous orollary (in the formulation (7.10)) is a weak version of
Bott's generalization of the Borel-Weil theorem [8℄,[9℄. The Borel-Weil-Bott
theorem may also be proved using Lie algebra ohomology [30℄[52℄.
8 Appendix: The ane bundle AX
We will dene an ane bundle AX over X with sympleti form Ω so that
the global setions of AX are the unitary onnetions of the Hermitian line
bundle L over X. Given an open set U and a loal unitary frame t for L over
U we identify (AU,Ω) with (T ∗U, dp ∧ dx) in terms of the usual oordinates
(x, p) on T ∗U. If t̂ = eigt is another unitary setion the two identiations
are assumed to be related by
(x, p̂1, ..., p̂n) = (x, p1 −
∂
∂x1
g, ..., pn −
∂
∂xn
g),
Hene, Ω = dx ∧ dp is a globally well-dened sympleti two-form on AX.
Given a global onnetion ∇ represented by d+A with respet to the frame
t the transformation property (6.11) now shows that (x, iA1(x), .., iAn(x))
denes a global setion of AX.
Notie that the loal harateristi variety Σ in Proposition 2.3 orre-
sponds globally to the graph in AX of the anonial onnetion ∇ on the
Hermitian holomorphi line bundle L. Indeed, by (2.17) and (2.24) we get
loally on Σ
pdx = Re(2
i
∂φ) = i(−∂φ + ∂φ)
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By (6.15) the right hand side equals iA, where A is the loal one form
assoiated to ∇ with respet to t = eφs.
Finally, for omparison with [25℄[16℄ observe that any given unitary on-
netion ∇ on L indues a global isomorphism
Φ∇ : AX ↔ T
∗X, (x, p) 7→ (x, p1 − iA1, ...), (8.1)
The map is dened using loal frames t as above and it maps the graph of
the setion of AX orresponding to ∇ to the zero-setion in T ∗X. We get
that
(Φ−1∇ )
∗(Ω) = d(−γ) + π∗(−iΘ),
where γ is the tautologial 1−form on T ∗X and π∗(−iΘ) is the normalized
urvature of ∇ pulled bak from X. The bundle AX may also be dened by
sympleti redution of (T ∗Y, d(−γ) where Y is the unit irle bundle in L∗
(ompare the proof of Theorem 2.3 in [44℄).
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